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CHAPTER 6
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT OF ADVANCED AUTOMATION FOR
SPACE MISSIONS
A principal goal of the summer study was to identify
advanced automation technology needs for mission capabil-
ities representative of desired NASA programs in the
2000-2010 time period. Six general classes of technology
requirements derived during the mission definition phase of
the study were identified as having maximum importance
and urgency, including autonomous "world model" based
information systems, learning and hypothesis formation,
natural language and other man-machine communication,
space manufacturing, teleoperators and robot systems, and
computer science and technology.
The general classes of requirements were individually
assessed by attempting to answer the following sequence of
questions in each case:
(1) What is the current state of the relevant technology?
(2) What are the specific technological goals to be
achieved?
(3) What developments are needed to achieve these
goals?
After the mission definition phase was completed, summer
study personnel were reorganized into formal technology
assessment teams with assignments based on interest and
expertise. The results of this activity are summarized below.
6.1 Autonomous World Model Based Information Systems
The first assessment team considered the technology
necessary to autonomously map, manage, and re-instruct a
world-model-based information system, a part of which is
operating in space. This problem encompasses technology
needs for a wide range of complex, computerized data sys-
tems that will be available twenty or thirty years hence.
The concept of a world model aboard a satellite operating
without human intervention appears useful for a variety of
satellite missions, but is specifically required for the terres-
trial applications IESIS (Intelligent Earth-Sensing Informa-
tion System, see chapter 2) and Titan exploration (see
chapter 3) missions defined during the summer study.
The world model in space serves as a template by which
to process sensor data into compact information of specific
utility on Earth. It can consist of mapping data and model-
ing equations to describe, by past experience, the expected
features the spacecraft will encounter. The use of the model
requires algorithms in conjunction with the spacecraft
sensors. A companion central model of higher sophistica-
tion will be required to further process, analyze, and dis-
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seminate the information and to update the entire world
model. In the IESIS this component is on Earth and in the
Titan mission it is centered around Titan, but in either case
the entire system requires autonomous management.
The following are some very general requirements for an
autonomous world model-based information system; how-
ever, only the first two are discussed here.
• Development of mission specific philosophy for
handling the mission data
• Model of the user and user requirements
• Realistic mission simulation techniques to test mis-
sion designs
• Modular satellite components
• Satellite serviceable in space
• Fault-tolerant design
• Autonomous navigation assistance
• Communications network
• Autonomous pointing, navigation, and control
• Standardized software to run and maintain satellites
• Data return
It is obvious that each NASA space mission should have
specific information goals and that the data handling
required in each must suit those goals. Costly data trans-
mission and storage beyond that strictly required for ntis-
sion operations should be eliminated. The sensor set
adopted for a mission and its use must directly serve
mission goals.
The goals of the Titan mission differ widely from those
of the intelligent Earth-sensing system. In comparison with
Earth, Titan is basically unknown. The space exploration
mission goal is generally to explore and to send back as
much general information as possible to terrestrial
researchers about Titan. The Earth is much better known,
so a major IESIS goal is to return very specific information
in response to user requests or system demands. (In this
latter mission, raw pixel data should be returned only under
very restricted circumstances. Users requiring raw data
should pay a premium for it and should accept archiving
responsibility as well.) Each mission will develop a uniquely
relevant data-handling philosophy. This, of course, presup-
poses that models are available of mission users who are the
final recipients of the data.
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TABLE6.1.-SOMESIGNIFICANTLANDMARKS
IN WORLDMODELCONSTRUCTION
Year
1988
1990
1990
1992
1994
1995
2000
Landmarks
Autonomousongroundconstructiona dtest
of aworldmodeldirectlyfromadvanced
Landsatdata
Shuttledemonstrationsfintelligentsatellite
systembegin
PrimitiveworldmodelforTitan mission
Completed user models by opening advanced
Landsat ground test to selected user
Autonomous satellite demonstration
Titan intelligent demonstration mission launch
Start of Intelligent Earth Sensing Information
System
Table 6.1 lists a few milestones in the production of a
completely autonomous and sophisticated satellite world
model system. The Titan mission proposed in this report
would be scheduled for launch in about 1995 and the
Earth-sensing system would go into operation in 2000 AD,
although a more primitive version of the world model could
be ready by 1990. Since Titan is largely unknown, its
world-model system must be capable of constructing a
database almost entirely from first-hand on-orbit observa-
tions of the planet, hence should most properly be termed
a "modeler." The Titan modeler and Earth model initially
will be developed autonomously on the ground using
incoming imaging data from an advanced Landsat-type
satellite using conventional computers, memory, and Space
Shuttle demonstrations (Spann, 1980). Test operations will
characterize the operation of world model systems, and as
testing continues the Earth model portion can be opened to
selected users for terrestrial applications purposes. User
access will allow development of worthwhile user models
for the forthcoming IESIS mission (Rich, 1979). If the
world model programs are successful, launch of the Titan
modeler could take place in 1995 and initiation of IESIS
could begin in the year 2000.
The important features in the operation of the world
model arranged from its internal database through its
construction, sensing, management, and user interface are:
• Techniques for autonomous management of an Intel-
ligent Satellite System
• Mapping and modeling criteria for creation of a com-
pact world model
• Autonomous mapping from orbital imagery
• Efficient rapid image processing techniques against
world models
• Advanced pattern recognition, signature analysis
algorithms for multisensory data-knowledge fusion
• Models of the users
• Fast high density computers suitable for space
environment.
Autonomous hypothesis formation and natural language
interfaces are important additional techniques discussed in
detail in the remainder of this report, and a summary of
specific recommendations of the remaining sections
are in the following categories:
1. Land and ocean models
2. Earth atmosphere modeling
3. Planetary modeling
4. Data storage in space
5. Automatic mapping
6. Image processing via world model
7. Smart sensors
8. Information extraction techniques
9. Active scanning
10. Global management of complex information
11. Systems plan formation and scheduling
6.1.1 Land and Ocean Database
Each world model is specific for a given mission goal.
For a land-sensing Earth mission the satellite model may be
as simple as a flat map with discrete "niches" specified by
type, coordinates, rough boundaries, and nominal sensor
and characteristic values. The niche type may be separately
catalogued and a file stored of important niche characteris-
tics, sensor combinations useful in determining boundaries
between two niches, normal anomalies, and information
extraction and sensor-use algorithms. Sensor combinations
most useful in determining niche boundaries must be devel-
oped. The ground component of the model will be more
advanced, combining finer detail, historical data, local
names, seasonal and temporal information, and complex
modeling equations. Oceanic (and atmospheric) compo-
nents of the world model will require sophisticated
dynamic representation.
The satellite model is the component of the world model
used for direct on-board processing. Without the satellite
component, it is not possible to accomplish the very large
data reduction inherent in model-based systems. The satel-
lite modet must be stored so that it is compact, sensor spe-
cific, capable of updating, and consistent with its use in
image processing and in the particular orbit overpass.
In the image processing on board the satellite, the large
number of pixel elements spanning a niche in each sensor is
replaced by a small set of niche sensor characteristics such
as area, average value, variance, slope, texture, etc. A highly
convergent representation of desirable descriptors is
required so that these few niche-dependent characteristics
can faithfully represent the multitude of pixel points.
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Oceanic niches and cells are commonly quite large. The
ground model is necessary as a master for updating and
against which the various satellite models may be cali-
brated. The ground model includes the library and archiving
functions of the whole system.
Land and ocean database technology requirements are:
• Identification and characterization of important
niches on land, ocean, atmosphere, and in boundary
regions between
• Optimum niche size for use in space image processing
• Determination of well separated, easily identified
niches to serve as geographical footprints
• Compact representation of niche boundaries
• Optimum sensor combinations for each niche
• Optimum sensor combinations for boundaries
• Anomaly specifications for niches
• Convergent set of niche specific characteristics
• Nominal values for niche characteristics in each niche
in each sensor and for various sensor combinations
such as sensor ratios
• Dynamic models for temporal variations of land,
ocean, and atmospheric niches
• Optimum coordinate system for storing world model
for computer readout in strips during orbital pass
• Optimum distribution of a complex world model
within a multicomponent system
• Advanced data cataloguing
• Models of the users and their requirements.
6.1.2. Earth Atmospheric Modeling
The choice of sensor measurements most appropriate for
terrestrial meteorological monitoring will require great
advances in our present understanding of the atmosphere.
Because of their dynamic and highly interactive character,
the boundaries of homogeneous atmospheric three-
dimensional niches will be far more difficult to define than
surface niches whose features are essentially stationary by
comparison. An important stage in the development of the
Intelligent Earth-Sensing Information System will thus be
the definition of useful niche concepts. Choosing measure-
ments important for monitoring the Earth's atmosphere
will also require great advances in present understanding of
both lower and upper atmospheric phenomena.
Lower atmosphere. Examples of possible lower atmo-
sphere niches might be regions where (a) certain tempera-
ture or pressure regimes such as low-pressure cyclones are
operative, (b) there is a concentration of a particular molec-
ular species, or (c) there is a characteristic cloud pattern
indicative of an identifiable dynamic process. Such niches
will often overlap, being highly interactive and transient. If
the concept of a niche is to be efficient its boundaries
should be essentially independent of its major properties,
although property dependent niches could also be very use-
ful. Lower atmospheric niches are time-varying in size and
location, constantly appearing, disappearing, and merging.
The size of each niche will depend partly on the conl-
plexity of the atmospheric region and partly on require-
merits for effective monitoring or modeling. For example,
atmospheric niches near the Earth's surface will
undoubtedly be smaller than those in the upper atmosphere
because of the complexity of surface weather patterns and
of the need to have detailed niche descriptions to develop
adequate meteorological models.
Properties measured in lower atmospheric niches will
include a wide range of parameters - pressure, temperature,
humidity, cloud cover, wind speed, rainfall, atmospheric
components, etc. Each property will have its measured
values processed within the three-dimensional niche in a
useful niche-dependent manner. This may be used to
extract data showing, for example, the average rainfall in a
niche area, its gradient toward niche boundaries, patchiness
of the rainfall pattern, and higher-order characteristics.
Since the atmospheric niche sizes are large, tile savings from
averaging three-dimensional data can be huge. To ensure
that niche properties such as rainfall are faithfully repro-
duced over the niche, the number of higher-order character-
istics such as Fourier components of the data may be large,
perhaps several hundred.
Another alteration of the land sensing concept must be
made when comparing incoming observations to a resident
world model on board the satellite. To meet Earth's needs,
satellite descriptions of local weather should be continually
updated together with models of the processes involved so
that predictions may be made. The ephemeral and inter-
related nature of many of the weather pattern-defining
niches will make comparisons of current with previous
observations difficult to interpret. The changing values and
spatial extent of niches characterizing temperature, mois-
ture, or pressure must be understood within the context of
a complete model of weather activity. If local weather
models are part of the resident world model, elaborate
adaptive modeling must occur on board to correlate the
incoming niche observations and to fit them into a model.
In the case of lower atmospheric weather, it may be most
efficient to transmit complete niche descriptions from
every pass of the satellite for on-ground modeling to deter-
mine, say, the appearance of storms (high and low pressure
areas) using complex pattern recognition algorithms,
weather expert systems, and large computer storage.
Niches which are large or do not involve complex inter-
facing or modeling in conjunction with other niches lend
themselves more easily to comparison with world land
models. Changes in large-scale gradients and global trends in
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temperature,pressure,particulates,cloudcover,andrain-
fall couldbedetectedby continuousmatchingswithan
atmosphericworldmodel.Onasmallerscalethedetection
of anincreasein concentrationf aparticularmolecular
species(e.g.,anSOx pollutant)couldalsobemadeby
simplecomparison.Table6.2summarizespossiblecate-
goriesoflarge-scalespatialniches.
Upper atmosphere. Earth's upper atmosphere involves
complex chemistry, photochemistry and transport pro-
cesses. Although significant progress has been made in
understanding these processes, there is still a great deal of
uncertainty in present knowledge of the stratosphere, meso-
sphere, and lower thermosphere.
The upper atmosphere covers the range of 15 to 150 km
in altitude. Absorption and emission of radiation occur over
a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum at these
heights. Satellite systems presently exist or are in the plan-
ning stages which perform high resolution passive radiom-
etry measurements in both down-looking and limb-
sounding modes of vibrational (IR) and rotational (ram)
molecular transitions, Limb-sounding microwave techniques
will for the first time allow study on a continuous global
scale since spectral lines are observed in emission. Micro-
TABLE 6.2.-POSSIBLE CATEGORIES OF
PROPERTIES OF LARGE SCALE SPATIAL
NICHES USEFUL FOR EARTH MONITORING
• Humidity profiles
• Precipitation location and rates
• Air pressure profiles and gradients
• Air temperature profiles and gradients
• Clouds cloud top temperature, thickness, height,
extent/location, albedo
• Atmospheric electrical parameters lightning, mag-
netospheric electric field
• Atmospheric winds
• Aerosol size and concentration
• Particulate size and concentration
• Oxidant levels
• Molecular species - natural and man-generated
CFC13 HC1
CF2CI_ HF
CFsC1 HNO3
CH4 H20
CIONO2 HN3
CO NO
C20 N:O
CO: SO:
03
• Also: Atmospheric transmittance, solar constant,
solar flare activity, solar particle detection, Earth
radiation budget
wave receiver technology is rapidly advancing to submilli-
meter wavelengths which will enable the measurement of
many additional minor atmospheric constituents that play
a part in radiative transfer processes. Distribution of such
constituents is determined by various chemical and photo-
chemical reactions and by atmospheric motions on both
small and large scales.
The current research interest in the field of atmospheric
studies reflects the present level of understanding of the
atmosphere. Of particular importance are measurements
improving the knowledge of how man's increasing techno-
logical activities may perturb stratospheric processes and
affect the maintenance of the stratospheric ultraviolet-
shielding ozone layer. These upper atmospheric studies
require long-term precision composition and thermal mea-
surements, An understanding of the role of the stratosphere
in climatic change and atmospheric evolution is also
needed. This includes understanding stratospheric warnings,
their impact on chemistry, the spatial distribution of aero-
sols, and interactions with the troposphere below and the
mesosphere above. Measurements of the mesosphere and
lower thermosphere are needed to determine composition
and variability. Little is known of the basic meteorology in
these regions (temperature, pressure, wind variations).
Possible variations in Oz in these levels may affect ozone
concentration at lower altitudes.
The long-term goal is the development of an intelligent
Earth-sensing information system which can compare
synopses of complex numerical models of the upper atmo-
sphere with specific observations which are a subset to the
original observations required to design those models. Com-
parisons could be simply the matching of predicted or
acceptable values with observations. The actual models to
be flown will have varying degrees of complexity. Most
models may just be listings of predicted values derived from
complex numerical models. These listings could be com-
pared with observed values (for developmental purposes).
Subsequently, measurements might be reduced to those
spectral lines which yield the most information with opti-
mum redundancy. For the purpose of testing systenrs which
wilt be flown on the Titan mission it will be necessary to fly
models which are or can be self-modifying to account for
any observed discrepancies.
Since the Earth's atmospheric modeling will be done in
much greater detail than is necessary for planetary explora-
tion, tests of adaptive radiative transfer and hydrostatic
equilibrium modeling should be kept simple. In planetary
exploration, relatively crude remote sensing to determine
composition, winds, atmospheric structure, cloud cover,
and temperature profiles wilt be needed to obtain a general
understanding of the planet's atmosphere. However, it may
be valuable to include complex modeling systems to expli-
cate possible organic chemistries.
To reach the required level of understanding of the
atmosphere, extensive studies must be undertaken to
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develop and validate complex models complete in their
inclusion of aerial chemistry, distribution of minor con-
stituents, radiation fields, and large-scale dynamics as a
three-dimensional time-dependent problem. When the
upper atmosphere is sufficiently understood, appropriate
parameters to be monitored and modeled can be deter-
mined. Useful techniques for verifying models will involve
checking model predictions with the observed distribution
and concentration of chemically active species (some of
which may also be useful as tracers of atmospheric
motions).
Current planning for the versatile microwave limb-
sounders seems to be moving in a direction compatible with
Earth and planetary sensing requirements. The radiometers
will be modularly constructed so that they can be easily
exchanged as measurement priorities change and technol-
ogy advances. Limb-sounder instruments will probably be
capable of accommodating several radiometers for simul-
taneous measurements. Instruments in different spectral
ranges will be employed for complementary measurements.
The antenna, scanning, data handling, and power supplies
should be common to any complement of radiolneters used
in the system.
The Earth atmospheric modeling technology require-
merits are"
• Definition of lower and upper atmosphere niches
(spatial location or characteristic properties)
• Adaptive modeling of weather
- complex pattern recognition algorithms
- weather expert system
• Sensors for measuring lower atmospheric properties
• Determination of set of properties in an atmospheric
niche which give consistent boundaries
• An understanding of the atmosphere sufficient to
know what parameters need to be monitored
- development of high resolution satellite micro-
wave techniques for measurement of minor
constituents
• Use of microwave limb-sounding techniques for con-
tinuous global coverage
• Development of an optimum sensor set for mouitor-
ing the upper atmosphere.
6.1.3. Planetary Modeling
For a relatively unknown body, surface and atmospheric
modeling must ew)lve in greater detail during the course of
the mission as more information on important planetary
characteristics is obtained. A systematic methodology is
required for understanding and exploring a new environ-
ment using high sensor technology. This methodology must
determine what questions should be asked, and in what
order, to efficiently and unambiguously model an
uncharted atmosphere and planetary surface. A decision
must be made early in the planetary mission whether to
place emphasis on elaborate remote sensing from orbit,
which may ensure survivability but will not allow all of
the scientific objectives to be met, or to physically probe
the atmosphere, thus exposing a mission component to
increased danger but allowing more precise determination
of useful atmospheric properties.
The planetary probe must be capable of orbiting, investi-
gating, and landing during a single mission. This is a diffi-
cult task to accomplish in one fixed design because of the
uncertainties in the nature of the unknown planetary
environment. The resulting planetary modeling require-
nlents are:
• Systenratic methodology for exploring an initially
unknown environment
• Decision ability in the face of lethal dangers
• Modeling ability to establish norms of a planetary
surface which allow recognition of interesting sites
• Autonomous creation and updating of planetary
nrodels using a variety of complementary sensors
• Adaptive programming of atmospheric modeling to
establish atmospheric parameters
• Complex modeling or organic chemistry processes
• Expert systems for spectral line identification of
complex and ambiguous species
• Develop general spacecraft capable of adaptation
under uncertain atmospheric and surface conditions
and which possesses a broad set of sensors
• Exchangeable radiometers, each capable of simul-
taneous ineasurements, and with wide spectra[ range
and self-tuning ability
• Mass spectrometers and radio spectrometers based on
range of organic compounds considered important or
highly probable
• Instruments with interchangeable and reconfigurable
basic elements
• Development of space qualified subsystems, instru-
ments with long lifetimes
• Development of smart probe sensors and high speed
image processors able to operate in the short period
of time available during descent
• Use of sensors which record only significant varia-
lions in incotning data
• Simple redundancy so spacecraft will not be over-
loaded with back-up instrumentation
• Automated failure analysis systems, self-repairing
techniques.
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These requirements will engage numerous disciplines and
thus create challenging instrumentation and design engi-
neering problems for mission planners.
6.1.4 Data Storage
The terrestrial world model will require satellite storage
of from 101° to as much as 5×1011 bits and perhaps
1014 bits on the ground. Forecasts (Whitney, 1976) give
estimates of 1014 bits of in-space memory and >1016 bits
of a typical on-ground memory by the year 2000. The data
storage should be structured in a manner compatible with
build-up of an image and extraction of image processing
during orbital overpass. Optical disc, electron beam, and
bubble memories are possible candidates in addition to
more conventional alterable memories.
The technology requirements include a high density,
erasable memory suitable for use in the space environment,
optimum memory architecture for readout of the world
model during orbit overpass, and error-correcting memory
design.
6.1.5 Automatic Mapping
Terrestrial automatic mapping by IESIS can be accom-
plished using geographical data already obtained from Earth
or from satellite data alone. Tile Defense Mapping Agency
has developed digital mapping techniques for regions of the
globe (Williams, 1980). By contrast, the mapping of Titan
must be accomplished almost exclusively from orbit. In
either case, information in the form of niche identification,
basic modeling equations, and known planetary parameters
will be supplied from Earth both initially and during opera-
tions. Automatic nrapping from space requires state-of-the-
art At techniques including boundary and shape determina-
tion, optimum sensor choice, niche identification, and
learning techniques. Full autonomous learning by abduc-
tion and inference to build new knowledge is presently
beyond the capability of AI (see section 6.2). Though use
of such advanced AI techniques would tremendously
enhance the utility of a satellite wortd-mode[-based infor-
mation system, they are not considered essential in this
application.
Mapping technology ultimately must prove sensor-
independent since the map produced should reflect a
reality existing in the absence of the sensor data. However,
specific sensor combinations will produce a completed map
more rapidly and reliably depending upon the niche envi-
ronment to be mapped. Orbits which repeat over fixed
portions of the planet are especially advantageous in assist-
ing automatic mapping and memory structuring.
Technology requirements, summarized briefly, are:
• Rapid autonomous mapping techniques from orbital
data
• Optimum sensor combinations for reliable and rapid
mapping
• Determination of relative advantage of radar, optical,
IR mapping
• Optimum orbit height and orbit type for automatic
mapping
. Techniques to rapidly, reliably, and automatically
update world inodel components in satellites and on
ground directly from orbital image data
Digital mapping techniques
o Autonomous hypothesis formation techniques.
6. I. 6 Image Processing via World Model
Tile satellite memory component of tire world model is
used for image processing. The actual image data from one
or several sensors must be cross-correlated with a pass map
(retrieved from memory) in strips along the orbit to pro-
duce an optimum match of imaged niches with their
mapped locations. This process rectifies the sensed image
and produces geometrical corrections necessary to adjust
the sensed image to the reality reflected in the stored map.
This process also will help determine the precise satellite
location (Kalush, 1980). Boundaries must then be identi-
fied from the actual imagery and compared to the nominal
boundaries of the map. The boundary area is an important
and simply determined characteristic of the niche. Other
characteristics such as anomalies are determined by new
boundaries, altered location of boundaries, or changes m
tire determined sensor readings from their expected values.
Temporal, sensorial, and solar corrections must be applied
to the sensor readings and defining labels supplied for all
niche characteristics for complete referencing purposes
(Schlienn, 1979).
The satellite location can be combined with velocity and
navigation informarion from a global positioning system to
prepare for the next image in the sequence. This prepara-
tion allows minimunl processing in the subsequent image
rectification and permits determination of the optimum
sensor combination for the next imagery. Instructions from
Earth ground control or a central satellite autonomous
manager must be incorporated into the preparation and
image processing procedures.
Very sophisticated computer technology is required
aboard the satellite to accomplish the image processing.
Such processing is not found on any present-day satellites,
and is done on-ground only in very limited form today.
Fully parallel processing techniques are anticipated as a
possible alternative to serial processing (Gilmore et al.,
1979: Matsushima et al., 1979; Schappell, 19801. Optical
processing metlmds should also be investigated since these
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techniquesarenaturallyparallel(Vahey,1979).Technical
advancesareneededin thefollowing:
• Automatic techniques to rapidly correlate memory
stored mapping and modeling information with visual
and radar imagery obtained in orbital pass
• Fast image enhancement and threshold techniques
• Rapid cross-correlation techniques
• Rapid boundary-determination techniques
• Rapid Fourier transform techniques
• Algorithms for improved automated data associations
• High density rapid computers for use in space
environment
• Parallel processing computer techniques involving
large wafers, advanced cooling techniques, advanced
interconnection techniques between array elements,
more logic functions between elements performed in
one clock cycle and advanced direct data output from
array to a central controller
• Ability to load and unload imaging data in full, paral-
lel manner at all stages of handling raw data
• Investigation of possible use of optical processing
techniques such as holographic process or integrated
optics for satellites processing of imagery via world
model
• Techniques to rapidly, reliably and automatically
update world model in satellite and on ground
directly from image data
• Advanced data compression and compaction tech-
niques for data transmission and storage.
6.1.7 Smart Sensors
Complex sensor configurations are required for both
IESIS and Titan missions. A high degree of autonomous
sensing capability is needed within the sensors themselves
(Haye, 1979; Murphy and Jarman, 1979). These sensors
must be smart enough to perform automatic calibrations,
compensations, and to reconfigure themselves automati-
cally - tasks requiring advanced memory capabilities and
operating algorithms (Schappell, 1980). Desirable character-
istics of such smart sensors on satellites (Breckenridge and
Husson, 1979) are:
• Introduces no anomalies into data
• Performs analytical and statistical calculations
• Performs all operation in simplest form
• Adapts (handles) new data acquisition and processing
situations
• Interactive sensor configurations
• Adjusts to different environmental conditions
• Extracts information in a useful form
• Makes decisions.
The use of a world model in conjunction with smart
sensors would confer an extraordinary degree of intelli-
gence and initiative to the system. In order to mate sensors
most efficiently with the world model, the model should
itself possess models of the sensor components. Since the
sunlight at Titan is weak and the planet cold, efficient,
visible, and infrared sensors are also necessary.
Technology requirements of smart sensors are:
• Advanced efficient solid-state imaging devices and
arrays
• Sensor operation at ambient spacecraft temperature
• Electronically tunable optical and IR filters
• Advanced automatic calibration and correction
techniques
• Distributed processing sensors
• Rapid, high responsivity detectors in near IR up to
3/_m
• Optimum set of sensors arrays for particular plane-
tary mission
• Sensor models
• Silicon-based sensors with dedicated microprocessors
and on-chip processing
• Investigation of piezoelectric technology for surface
wave acoustic devices
• Sensor sequence control which can adapt to condi-
tions encountered
• Precision pointing and tracking sensor mounts.
6.1.8 Information Extraction Techniques
Information can be extracted from sensory data originat-
ing from an object by recognizing discriminating features of
the object. Such features are of three kinds: (1)physical
(color), (2) structural (texture and geometrical properties),
and (3) mathematical (statistical means, variance, slope,
and correlation coefficients).
Humans generally use physical and structural features in
pattern recognition because they can easily be discerned by
human eyes and other common means. However, human
sensory organs are difficult to imitate with artificial devices
so these methods are not always effective for machine
recognition of objects. But by using carefully designed algo-
rithms, machines can easily extract mathematical features
of patterns which humans may have great difficulty in
detecting.
The algorithms will often involve a fusion of knowledge
across multisensor data. As an example, the radiance
observed from an object is a function of its reflectance,
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incidentillumination,andthemediathroughwhichit is
viewed.Theratioof theradiancesat twodifferentwave-
lengthscanbeusedtoseparatewaterandvegetationfrom
clouds,snow,andbarelands(SchappellandTietz, 1977;
Thorley and Robinove, 1979). (The radiance ratio for
clouds, snow, and bare land is essentially the same, so these
features must be separated on the basis of absolute
radiance.) These two sensor procedures can be improved by
using data from several sensor bands simultaneously in a
multidimensional sensor space. Machines can process such
complicated algorithms and "see" clusters in higher dimen-
sions. The higher the multidimensional volume, the more
accurate the discrimination between closely related
sensorial characteristics.
The intelligent use of a world model requires autono-
mous, real-time identification of niches (through their
features) and determination of characteristics. Real-time
pattern recognition and signature analysis also must be
accomplished to supply useful information to the user.
Algorithms should be developed for identification, pattern
recognition, and signature analysis.
Statistical procedures arise naturally in various classifi-
cation schemes because of the randomness of data genera-
tion in various pattern classes. Statistical theory can be used
to derive a classification rule which is optimal because it
yields the lowest probability of classification error, on
average. Various studies have developed decision functions
from sets of finite sample patterns of classes. These decision
functions partition the measurement space into regions
containing clusters of the sample pattern points belonging
to one clan. Some clustering transformations have been
used in the development of such functions. Once a function
has been selected, the main problem is the determination
or estimation of its coefficients. For efficient coefficient
estimation, time-dependent training samples are needed.
A wide variety of additional algorithmic techniques are
needed. For example, texture analysis can be accomplished
using gray-tone statistics and the time rate of change of
spatial contrast along scan lines to distinguish among wheat,
rye, and oats (Haralick et al., 1974; Mitchell et al., 1977).
Below is a summary of technology requirements:
• Rapid methods for area centroid and orientation
determination
• Rapid partitioning of image features
• Motion and relative motion detection
• Development of wide range of classification algo-
rithms for user-defined applications
• Multispectral signature ratioing analysis and multisen-
sor correlations
• Rapid texture analysis
• Investigation of usefulness of focal plain transforma-
tions for satellite use
• Schemes to allow disparate algorithmic techniques to
interact to speed recognition process
• Determination of parameters of decision functions
for various classification schemes
6.1.9 Active Scanning
The sensors discussed to date have been essentially pas-
sive - they do not generate the radiation they detect. For
a variety of purposes, some satellite systems will engage in
active scanning by highly efficient RADAR or LIDAR, all-
weather imagery, night-time imagery, absolute and differ-
ential height determination, absolute and differential
velocity determination, atmospheric probing, and leading-
edge scanning. Of course the mission to Titan, relatively far
from the Sun, will not have large amounts of power avail-
able for this purpose.
Additional technology requirements include a fast,
efficient computer for generating imagery from SAR, the
ability to determine height differentials to within several
centimeters at boundaries, and the ability to determine
differential velocities to within about 1 km/hr at
boundaries.
6.1.10 Global Management of Complex Information
Systems
Each mission explored by the study group consists of a
very large, complex array of equipment and people widely
geographically distributed, all of whom must work in a
cooperative and coordinated fashion to achieve mission
objectives. An important concern thus becomes the overall
architecture of such a system, the way decisions are made
and communicated, the coordination of tasks within the
system, and the flow of information. These types of diffi-
culties are not new in human endeavors and have been
addressed within several disciplines which focus on specific
aspects of the problem. A brief review of relevant fields
resulted in several recommendations for high priority
research in systems theory and control, summarized below.
Classical control theory. Systems which evolve according
to well behaved physical laws describable in the form of
differential equations have long been the domain of classi-
cal control theorists. The aerospace industry has been a
prime user of this technology in the guidance and control
of missiles and in the development of automatic pilots for
aircraft. The system is usually modeled as shown in fig-
ure 6.1 which envisions an idealization of a physical system
subject to stochastic disturbances (typically Gaussian). The
system is observed and digressions from the preferred tra-
jectory are noted. A controller working with the idealized
model (expressed in the form of differential equations) and
a specific objective (such as "hit a target within a given
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Figure 6.1.- Classical control theory systems model.
tolerance with a limited fuel budget") typically expressed
mathematically in a quadratic form computes linear control
to correct the system trajectory to meet the stated objec-
tive. This type of formulation is known as the LQG (Linear
Quadratic Gaussian) formulation and has received wide
attention within the control theory community.
Clearly, this theory is applicable to navigation and pro-
cess control problems but will make only a rather minor
contribution to the theory of how systems operate as a
whole. This is not considered a critical mission technology
since it is a fairly well developed and active field. Further,
application depends on the notion of a single centralized
controller. This is appropriate for micro control applica-
tions but inappropriate for macro control of large decen-
tralized systems.
Game theory. Systems which employ multiple decision-
makers have been addressed by game theorists. Much of
this work has been defense-related although economics has
also provided an applications base. The basic notion of
game theory is that there are an arbitrary number of
decisionmakers, each of whom has an individual objective-
function which may be (and likely is) in conflict with the
objectives of the other decisionmakers. Each decisionmaker
attempts to develop strategies which independently maxi-
mize the "payofP' to himself. Much work has been done on
the "zero sum game" in which one decisionmaker's gain is
another's loss.
If one envisions a cooperative, coordinated mission
scenario, the current focus of game theory on threat strate-
gies more appropriate to hostile environments seem ill-
suited to peaceful space activities. A more appropriate
meta-model is required for NASA's applications which
reflects the necessity for cooperative coordination among
the men and machines of the mission.
Nonclassical information control theory. The decentral-
ized control problem for large-scale systems with a common
(or at least coordinated) objective has received increasing
attention in recent years. Initial work on "team theory"
(Radner, 1962) has centered on a team which is considered
to have as its fundamental problem the coordination of
decentralized activities utilizing delayed and imperfect
information. The meta-model employed appears to be
appropriate for the large-scale space missions considered in
this report. Team theorists envision an autonomous ensem-
ble of decisionmakers, each of which senses a local environ-
ment ("perfect" information) and can communicate in a
delayed fashion with other decisionmakers ("imperfect"
information). The ensemble, or team, shares a common
objective and attempts to communicate as necessary for
collective progress toward that objective to be optimized in
some sense. This leads to the notion of an information
structure among the members of the team.
The team concept has since been adopted within the
control theory community and has led to "nonclassical
control theory" - control theory which addresses multi-
decisionmaker types of problems (Ho, 1980; Sandell et al.,
1978). Much of this work is supported heavily by the
Department of Defense (DOD) and focuses on problems of
little direct relevance to NASA. Vigorous support by NASA
of work in nonclassical control theory is recommended to
develop more appropriate theories for the types of systems
which comprise the space missions of the future. For
instance, much of the DOD work addresses guidance and
control problems, whereas NASA's prime interest would be
more appropriately in information systems control. Sup-
porting disciplines include probability and Markov decision
processes. These are areas which are required to advance the
state of the art in systems theory and control and to apply
it effectively to NASA missions.
Prior work in these fields tends to focus on performance
optimality as an objective. While optimality is a laudable
goal, it is not clear that this should override other concerns
such as stability and performance predictability. The fomlal
tools currently available to evaluate the stability of a large
decentralized system are virtually nonexistent. The major
recommendation of the study group in this area is that
NASA seriously consider the system-wide objectives of its
future systems and support a program of basic and applied
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research which develops the theoretical basis to achieve
these objectives. The major relevant disciplines include, as
a minimum set, nonclassical control theory, probability,
queueing theory, and Markov decision theory. Technology
requirements include the determination of system-wide
objectives of missions and the development of theoretical
and practical bases to achieve those objectives; development
of nonclassical control theory of complex man-machine
informatidn systems; probability theory applicable to com-
plex infotmation systems; and Markov decision theory for
complex information systems.
6.1.11 Plan Formathm and Scheduling
In those cases where robots are called upon to operate in
sophisticated task environments, the machine system first
performs some computation which can be considered
problem-solving, then takes action based upon the problem-
solving result which is called the "plan formation" process.
The part of the resulting plan which identifies the times at
which actions are to occur is called the schedule. Whether
the machine system is a relatively small mobile robot as
might be used in planetary surface exploration, or a large
distributed intelligence such as an Earth-sensing informa-
tion system, several common features dominate in achiev-
ing effective and flexible operation (Sacerdoti, 1979):
• The ability to represent the state of the relevant parts
of the world (the "world model")
,, The deductive ability to recognize consequences of a
particular world state description
• The ability to predict what changes will occur in the
world state, possibly due to some action or actions a
complex autonomous system itself might perform.
In most realistic environments it is impossible to com-
pletely build a detailed plan and execute it in unmodified
form to obtain the desired restdt. Several difficulties pre-
venting such a direct line of attack are:
(1) The external reality may not be known in sufficient
detail to accurately predict the outcome of some action. If
the action in question is the final one in a plan, then it may
not achieve the overall intention of the plan. If it is an
earlier action in a several-step plan, then it may not produce
a required intermediate state for the overall sequence of
actions to achieve the goal of the plan. If the goal is to
make an observation to obtain information about tire
enviromnent, tire information obtained may not be
adequate.
(2) Even if a perfect, or effectively perfect, model of
the external environment is available to the robot, there
may still be inaccuracy associated with the robot's control
of itself (e.g., mechanical inaccuracy of motion).
(3) Other agents, with goals of their own, may alter tire
environment in unpredictable ways before the robot can
complete the execution of its plan. In such cases some form
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of overall coordination is necessary. It is not adequate
simply to have the main goals of all of the active agents
compatible. Even with this precaution, it is still possible to
have a contention for resources or intermediate configura-
tions in achieving the common goal. Aside from the prob-
lem of avoiding explicit conflict among several active agents
there is the inverse problem of achieving efficiency
increases by proper cooperative action among the agents.
For these reasons, a robot must continually monitor the
results of its actions during plan execution, and modify the
plan - in essence, re-plan - during plan execution.
A further complication arises when the plans must meet
real-time constraints - that is, definite short-term require-
ments for actions where failure to meet the timing require-
ments carries significant undesirable consequences. Two
types of real-time constraints, "hard" and "soft," may be
distinguished. A "hard real-time constraint" is that the
failure to carry out a successful plan that attains the rele-
vant goal within the limits will result in a consequence so
undesirable that extreme care must he taken not to overrun
the time boundary. An example in the area of large-scale
space construction might be the joining of two relatively
massive but fragile substructures. Failure to initiate timely
deceleration of substructures approaching each other
could result in large economic losses. An example of a
"soft real-time constraint" is in the maximization of the
utilization of a costly resource, such as the observation
satellites in an Earth-sensing system where it is important
to schedule observations in such a way so as to minimize
the number of satellites necessary to provide a given level
of observational coverage. In this case, each individual
failure to meet the real-time constraints has, in general,
only minor consequences, but a continuing high-frequency
of failure will result in economic losses through inefficient
operation.
Because of the need to re-plan during plan execution,
and because of the necessity to meet real-time constraints,
it is important that comp]ex autonomous systems have plan
formation capabilities well in excess of current state of the
art.
Current assessment. A considerable amount of work has
been done in AI on problem-solving in general, and on plan-
ning and plan execution in particular. In the last 10 years
the problem-solving emphasis has shifted away from plan-
ning towards the perceptual processes of vision and speech
recognition. Table 6.3 lists some techniques for problem-
solving and. planning, and various representational schemes
(NASA SP-387, 1976).
The frame notion of Minsky initially generated much
interest and discussion, but little has been accomplished to
date in terms of applications. There are attempts from sev-
eral different perspectives to implement frame-based
languages for programming, as for example KRL (Bobrow
and Winograd, 1977). FRL (Goldstein and Roberts. 1977),
TABLE 6.3.-FORMS OF REPRESENTATION AND
PROBLEM-SOLVING TECHNIQUES USED IN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Representations
• State space (Van de Brug and Minker, 1975)
• First order predicate logic (Nilsson, 1971)
• Semantic nets (Woods, 1975)
• Procedural embedding of knowledge (Hewitt, 1970)
• Frames (Minsky, 1975)
• Production rules (Newell, 1963)
Problem-solving techniques
• Backtrack programming (Goulomb and Baumert,
1965)
• Heuristic tree search (Pohl, 1977)
• GPS means-ends analysis (Newell, 1963; Ernst and
Newell, 1969)
• Problem reduction (Amarel, 1968)
• Theorem-proving (Nilsson, 1971)
• Debugging almost correct plans (Sussman, 1975)
• Procedural (Hewitt, 1970)
• STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971)
• ABSTRIPS (Sacerdoti, 1974)
• Cooperating knowledge sources (Erman and Lesser,
1975)
• Rule-based systems, expert systems (Shortliffe, 1976)
and MDS (Srinivasan, 1976). These attempts were ambi-
tious, and while all met with serious difficulties, tile possi-
bility remains that the problems can be overcome. An ideal
frame-based programming language could make it easier to
structure knowledge into Larger coherent units than would
otherwise be practical.
The controversy between procedural and declarative
philosophies of embedding knowledge has dwindled. It is
now realized that each has its particular function to per-
form in an overall system, and that neither alone nor in
combination are they an adequate underlying basis for AI
theories or for sophisticated program organization.
There is a growing trend toward considering the first-
order predicate calculus, or minor modifications of it, as
the primary mode of representing declarative knowledge in
AI systems. The reason is that this calculus has a well
defined semantics and other declarative representation
schemes tend to be simply different notional systems strug-
gling to capture the same semantic notions as the predicate
calculus.
Interest in formal theorem-proving techniques has
remained high, and perhaps has even increased slightly,
despite tile slow progress in increasing the efficiency of
mechanical deduction. While theoretical understanding of
mechanical theorem-proving is increasing, to date there is
little advancement in efficiency beyond that of a decade
ago. Theoretical work on model use in theorem-proving has
progressed only slightly (Reiter, 1972; Sandford, 1980),
and applications methodologies are nonexistent.
Theoretical work has progressed in using first-order Horn
logic as a programming language (Kowalski, 1974). Horn
logic is a subset of the first-order predicate calculus in
which a large number of interesting problems can be
expressed. A truly unexpected development is the success-
ful implementation of a workable programming system for
Horn logic in which several nontrivial programs have been
written (Warren and Pereira, 1977).
Much interest has developed in a rule-based type of
knowledge embedding for restricted domains. These sys-
tems are commonly called expert systems, and have shown
interesting and relatively strong problem-solving behavior.
A variety of reasoning task domains have been implemented
(Feigenbaum et al., 1971; Shortliffe, 1976), and the rule-
based knowledge embedding method is robust in its perfor-
mance. However, several severe defects of such systems
must be addressed before realistic problem domains can be
adequately handled. Defects include extremely limited
domains of application, the large efforts required to con-
struct the knowledge base, and the inability to access a
basic theory and perform an a priori analysis. Work is in
progress to devise systems avoiding these particular prob-
lems (Srinivasan and Sandford, 1980). There are also some
relatively minor human interfacing problems with the pres-
ent systems (see section 6.3).
There is a general increased awareness of tile importance
of the role of meta-knowledge (knowledge about knowl-
edge) in problem-solving and in planning. The important
related area of reasoning relative to open world databases is
just beginning to be investigated (Reiter, 1980).
The general problem of representing the external world
in an appropriate machine representation is a fundamental
unsolved problem. While many facts are representable in
many ways, no known representation is adequate to handle
even such common phenomenon as a glass of water falling
to tile floor and breaking. It is likely that a fundamental
shift in current approaches is required to achieve adequate
representations for much of "common" world knowledge.
There is little indication at this time what these new
approaches should be. However, certain such "common"
world knowledge is at least partially tractable with current
techniques as, for example, the acquisition and use of
knowledge about large-scale spaces (Kuipers, 1977).
Identification of critical research areas. Table 6.4 lists a
set of critical research areas in tile general AI fields of
problem-solving, plan formation, scheduling, and plan
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TABLE 6.4.-CRITICAL AI RESEARCH AREAS
IN ROBOT PROBLEM-SOLVING AND PLANNING
1. General robot reasoning about actions
2. Combining AI problem-solving and plan formation
with operations-research-scheduling techniques
and real-time constraints
3. Techniques for classifying problems into categories
and selecting the appropriate problem-solving
method to apply to it
4. Expert systems
5. Generalized techniques for dynamic accumulation
of problem-specific knowledge during a problem-
soNing attempt
6. Techniques for abstraction, and the use of abstraction
for search guidance
7. Methods of combining several representations and
search techniques together in a coherent manner
8. Ways to structure systems to have both fundamental
theories to allow a priori reasoning along with a
procedural level of skill to allow efficient real-time
respo nse
9. Models and representations of reality
execution. Table 6.5 gives the relevant mission require-
ments in these areas, the missions to which they might
apply, and the identification of which items from
table 6.4 are most relevant.
Recommended actions. Traditionally AI has been pre-
dominantly a research-oriented activity which implemented
systems primarily for experimental purposes. There is a
growing awareness among AI researchers that the time has
come to produce limited capability but useful working
systems.
In like manner, NASA should obtain experience at the
earliest possible date with elementary space-robot systems
in such areas as fully automatic spacecraft docking and
sophisticated Earth-sensing satellites. Theoretical research
in AI problem-solving and planning techniques will be an
active area for several decades to come. If NASA is to
beconre effective in directing this research toward its own
goals, then early experience is necessary with elementary
state-of-the-art techniques - although substantial advan-
tages can be obtained even with relatively unsophisticated,
near-term AI planning and execution monitoring tech-
niques. Most of the areas listed in table 6.4 will progress
both at the theoretical and applications levels without
NASA taking action. This theory will generally be suppor-
tive of NASA's needs, particularly that done by DOD for
space applications. Communication between NASA and
DOD is thus important in overall planning for both organi-
zations. While DOD interests in the mission requirements
listed in table 6.5 are likely to be restricted to categories
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TABLE 6.5.-CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MISSION
REQUIREMENTS, MISSIONS AND RESEARCH
AREAS FROM TABLE 6.4
Mission requirement,
MR
1. Automated housekeeping
functions for long-
duration spacecraft
2. Fully autonomous sequen-
cing of observations,
active and passive, from
orbit, from landers, and
during interplanetary
flight, for a variety of
sensors
3. Automatic docking,
refueling, repair and
maintenance of semi-
independent probes
4. Automatic deployment of
landers and orbiters
from a central orbiter
bus or busses
5. Automatic landing capa-
bility on a planetary body
where the lander is physi-
cally designed as a general-
purpose lander capable of
achieving planet fall on
planets with a variety of
atmosphere densities,
wind velocities, and sur-
face characteristics
6. Automatic sample-taking
of atmosphere and soil
samples, and automatic
low level sequencing of a
variety of chemical and
physical analysis
techniques
Mission
TM a
ES b
TM,ES
TM, ES
TM
TM
TM
Relevant areas
from table 6.4
1,2 A,5,7,8
2,3,4,7,8,9
1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
1,49
129
1,3,4,5,8
aTitan mission.
bEarth mission.
MR1, MR2, MR3, and possibly MR4, these cover most of
the research areas from table 6.4. if this is indeed the situa-
tion with respect to DOD, then NASA can concentrate
primarily on implementation projects.
However, certain needs and operating scenarios are
peculiar to NASA and are not likely to develop in theory or
applications without direct NASA guidance. Two very
specificexamplesarethedevelopmentof robotpatterning
techniquesandthe development of "show and tell" robot
control (see section 6.3). While commercial industrial
robots have long employed patterning methods, these
methods are used only in a rudimentary form and further
applications technology development is needed for them to
become useful to NASA. The show and tell mode of robot
action has apparently not been identified and investigated
to any large degree, and seems to be an area where NASA
should take an immediate and large interest both in the
theory and the applications aspects.
6.2 Learning and Hypothesis Formation
The Titan exploration mission description, documented
in chapter 3, discusses the characteristics of a machine
intelligence system possessing autonomous self-learning.
This capability, its relation to state-of-the-art AI, and the
new research directions it demands are summarized below.
6.2.1 Characteristics
For a machine to learn a previously unknown environ-
ment involves both the deployment of knowledge struc-
tures correct for known environments and the invention (or
discovery) of new knowledge structures. A machine intelli-
gence system which learns could formulate (1) hypotheses
which apply existing concepts, laws, theories, generaliza-
tions, classification schemes, and principles to the events
and processes of the new environment, and (2) hypotheses
which state new concepts, laws, and theories whenever the
existing ones are inadequate.
Different logical patterns of inference underlie the
formation of these types of hypotheses. Analytic inferences
support the formation of hypotheses which apply existing
concepts, laws, and theories. Inductive and abductive infer-
ences support the invention of hypotheses which state new
concepts. Analytic, inductive, and abductive inference are
mutually and logically distinct - one of them cannot be
replaced by some combination of the others (see sec-
tion 3.3.3 and compare Fann, 1970; Hanson, 1958;
Lakatos, 1970a, 1970b, 1976; Peirce, 1960, 1966).
6.2.2 State-of-the-art in AI
State-of-the-art AI lacks adequate and complete treat-
ments of all three inferential classes necessary for the
development of machine intelligence systems able to learn
in new environments.
Analytic inferences receive the most complete treat-
ment. For instance, rule-based expert systems can apply
detailed diagnostic classification schemes to data on events
and processes in some given domain and produce appro-
priate identifications (Buchanan and Lederberg, 1971;
Duda et al., 1978; Feigenbaum, 1977; Martin and Fateman,
1971" Pople, 1977: Shortliffe, 1976). An expert system
such as PROSPECTOR can identify a restricted range of ore
types and map the most likely boundaries of the deposit
when given survey data about possible ore sites (Duda et al.,
1978). However, these systems consist solely of compli-
cated diagnostic rules describing the phenomena in some
domain. They do not include models of the underlying
physical processes. In general, state-of-the-art AI trealments
of analytic inference fail to link the detailed classification
schemes used in these inferences with the fundamental
models required to deploy this detailed knowledge with
maximal efficiency.
Inductive inferences receive a less complete treatment
although some significant advances have been made. For
example, Hajek and a group of co-workers at the Czecho-
slovak Academy of Sciences have, over the past 15 years,
developed and implemented systems of mechanized induc-
tive generalization (Hajek and Havranek, 1978). They do
not take the approach of "inverse deduction" which has
been explored by Morgan (1971,1973). Instead, the Czech
group has developed techniques for moving from data
about a restricted number of members of a domain, to
observation statement(s) which summarize the main fea-
tures or trends of these data, to a theoretical statement
which asserts that an abstractive feature or mathematical
function holds for all members of the domain. (For
instance, see table 6.6.) Though they allow a role for what
they call "theoretical assumptions," in moving from
observation to theoretical statements they have concen-
trated their work on formulating the rational inductive
inference rules for bridging the gap between the two -
TABLE 6.6.-SAMPLE INFERENCE
DATA
Rat no.
Observa-
tion
statement
Theo-
retical
statement
Weight,
g
362
373
376
407
411
Weight of rat
kidney, mg
1432
1601
1436
1633
2262
Therefore, the observed
weights of the kidneys
have the same order as the
weights of the rats with
one exception.
Therefore, the weight of a
rat's kidney is positively
dependent on the weight
of the rat.
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thoughit isnotdearthattheirsystemcapturesthefull
rangeof influencewhichfundamentalmodelsexerciseover
inductiveinference(seesection3.3.3).An independent
researcheffortin theUnitedStatesattemptsto integrate
fundamentalmodelswithspecificabstractive,orgeneraliz-
ing,techniques(Srinivasan,1980;SrinivasandSandford,
1980).However,unlikethe Czech group the American
team is still at the stage of theory development a working
system has yet to be implemented in hardware.
Abductive inferences have scarcely been touched by the
AI community, but nevertheless some tentative first steps
do exist. A few papers on "nonmonotonic logic" were
delivered at the First Annual National Conference on Arti-
ficial Intelligence at Stanford University in August 1980
(e.g., Balzer, 1980), and much discussion followed. How-
ever, this attempt to deal with the invention of new or
revised knowledge structures is hampered (and finally
undermined) by their lack of a general theory of abductive
inference - with one notable exception, the recent work of
Frederick Hayes-Roth (1980). Hayes-Roth takes a theory
of abductive inference developed by Lakatos (1976)for
mathematical discovery and makes two of the low-level
members of the family of abductive inferences which
Lakatos identifies operational. Still, this work is only a
preliminary step toward implemented systems of mecha-
nized abductive inference and, unfortunately, it seems to
represent the extent of theory-based AI work on abductive
inference to date.
In summary, state-of-the-art AI treatments of analytic
and inductive inference provide no fundamental models as
a theoretical foundation to support the detailed knowledge
structures and inference techniques upon which the treat-
ments are built. Yet these models are an essential and inte-
gral element of analytic and inductive inferences. State-of-
the-art AI virtually lacks treatments of abductive inference.
However, model-based analytic and inductive inference
systems and an abductive inference system are all necessary
prerequisites for machine learning systems.
There appears to be a growing acceptance within the AI
community of the above problems and that overcoming
these gaps in current treatments of analytic, inductive, and
abductive inference is an important future research direc-
tion for the entire field. For example, at the First National
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Peter Hart admitted
that the fact that rule-based expert systems lack a funda-
mental model to ground the detailed rules makes them
superficial and inflexible. Charles Rieger at the University
of Maryland is beginning to address the question of layering
models under rule-based systems. Several recent AI initia-
tives with respect to inductive and abductive inference have
already been noted.
A concerted and serious attack on the problem of devel-
oping a theory of abductive inference for machine intelli-
gence could pay enormous dividends. First, machine learn-
ing systems cannot possibly possess a full learning
capability unless they can perform abductive inferences.
Second, a successful mechanization of abductive inference
would require the solution of problems which must also be
solved for the successful mechanization of analytic and
inductive inference. These problems include: (1) how to
represent the fundamental models of the processes which
underlie the detailed occurrences of domains, (2) how to
inferentially relate these to more detailed knowledge
structures such as laws, principles, generalizations, and
classification schemes, and (3) how to map the representa-
tions of a domain occurrence in one "language," say, that
of the model, onto its representation in another
"language," say, that of a set of diagnostic rules. Since an
investigation of abductive inferences seems to hold many
keys to solving the problem of machine learning, and
since recent developments in AI seem to promise receptiv-
ity to such an investigation, the development of a theory
of abductive inference for machine intelligence appears to
be the preferred research direction for work on machine
learning systems.
6.2.3 Two Barriers to Machine Learning
Two points from the above discussion must be empha-
sized. First, state-of-the-art AI work on hypothesis forma-
tion is almost totally devoid of research on abductive infer-
ence. However, machine systems must have this capability
in order to be true learning systems. Second, current AI
work on analytic and inductive inference tends to proceed
in the absence of relevant theories, and this seems to be
the reason why state-of-the-art AI treatments fail to give
fundamental models their proper role in inference systems.
However, adequate theories of all three types of inference
are a necessary foundation for successful machine learning
systems.
Both of these barriers to machine learning - the abduc-
tire inference barrier and the theory barrier - must be
bridged before machine intelligence systems can be given a
full learning capability. The abductive inference barrier has
already been fully treated, but some additional discussion
of the "theory barrier" is useful here.
Historically, technology has developed in two distinct
patterns - empirical and theoretical. Empirical technology
is a "black box" approach. Given the problem of producing
action A from some set of inputs (I_, ..., If), it leaves the
real-world process connecting (11 ..... Ij) with A unanalyzed.
Because a theoretical model of the process is not available,
rules for producing A must be obtained exclusively by
empirical discovery. For instance, gunpowder was discov-
ered and utilized by people who did not have a theory of
combustion adequate to explain chemical explosive action.
Various steehnaking technologies were developed by
medieval European and Arabian smiths in the complete
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absenceof anunderstandingof howandwhytheirtech-
niquesworked.However,giventhesameproblems,theoret-
ical technologyutilizesa theoreticalmodelof thereal-
worldprocessconnecting(11..... lj) with A and derives
rules of production for A from the model. Examples of
theoretical technology include radar, lasers, the Polaroid
Land camera, digital computers, and integrated circuits.
Although these two patterns are distinct, many specific
technologies have a "mixed mode" pattern of development.
in such cases, a model of the full process connecting
(11 ..... lj) with A is still not available, but refinements and
extensions of the empirically discovered rules of production
are based on partial models of the process. That is, some
decomposition of the full process into its subprocesses has
been made, and models for these subprocesses have been
constructed. This is not true theoretical technology, how-
ever, because no general model of the full process is availa-
ble and, consequently, an integrated set of model-derived
rules of production is not possible.
Empirical technology, but not theoretical technology, is
ultimately self-limiting within any given field of technol-
ogy. That is, there is a level of technological capability
beyond which empirical techniques cannot penetrate. This
level is a function of empirical technology's pattern of
development, not of the world itself. The reason for this
self-limiting characteristic is the absence of theoretical
models. Empirical methods develop via trial and error, small
incremental refinements and extensions of empirically dis-
covered rules of production. Since the rules are not based
on a model of real-world processes, however, these modifi-
cations cannot be orchestrated and integrated, but are
instead ad hoc "fixes" that hold only over a limited
domain. Once the modified empirically based rules of pro-
duction reach a sufficient level of complexity, the probabil-
ity becomes very high that the next ad hoc "fix" may undo
a previous one. Further development in the particular tech-
nological field (development in the sense of increased tech-
nical capability) stops at this point.
Theoretical technology need not be self-limiting. Since it
is based on a model, the above effect may not be present.
Theoretical technology is thus able to push technological
development in a given field to the maximum extent consis-
tent with whatever real-world limitations characterize tile
field.
This discussion sets the stage for a consideration of tile
type of intelligence capability which can realistically be
expected from machine intelligence research. Tile question
of machine intelligence has been replaced by the question
of the machine formulation of hypotheses. If we define a
scale of hypothesis fonnulating capability (HYP) as
HYP - TH + CRED, where TH is the theoretical content of
the hypothesis and CRED is the credibility of the hypothe-
ses, then the design goal for advanced forms of machine
intelligence is to be as high on this scale as possible.
Either an empirical technology or a theoretical technol-
ogy pattern can be followed in developing machine intelli-
gence. However, with respect to the HYP-level which can be
achieved by the two different patterns, the empirical tech-
nology approach is ultimately self-limiting at a level of
hypothesis formulating capability which is lower than that
prerequisite for automated space exploration (see sec-
tions 3.2 and 3.3). it is clear that automated space explora-
tion and other applications requiring very advanced
machine learning are possible only if the theoretical tech-
nology approach to machine intelligence is employed.
Unfortunately, AI is currently taking the empirical tech-
nology approach to hypothesis formulation. There is
nothing mysterious about the theoretical approach - it
may be started by research into the 'patterns of logical
inference by which hypotheses are formulated. Such an
approach is limited only by the degree to which hypothesis
formulation is logical and inferential. On the condition that
it is, then the theoretical technology does not face a real-
world barrier to achieving full machine-hypothesis generat-
ing capability.
6.2. 4 Initial Directions for NASA
Several research tasks can be undertaken immediately by
NASA which have the potential of contributing to the
development of a fully automated hypothesis formulating
ability needed for future space missions:
(l) Continue to develop the perspective and theoretical
basis for machine intelligence which holds that (a) machine
intelligence and especially machine learning rest on a capa-
bility for autonomous hypothesis formation, (b) three dis-
tinct patterns of inference underlie hypothesis formula-
tion - analytic, inductive, and abductive inference, and
(c) solving the problem of mechanizing abductive inference
is the key to implementing successful machine learning
systems. (This work should focus on abductive inference
and begin laying the foundations for a theory of abductive
inference in machine intelligence applications.)
(2) Draw upon the emerging theory of abductive infer-
ence to establish a temfinology for referring to abductive
inference and its role in machine intelligence and learning.
(3) Use this terminology to translate the emerging
theory of abductive inference into the terminology of state-
of-the-art AI; use these translations to connect abductive
inference research needs with current A! work that touches
on abduction, e.g., nonmonotonic logic: and then discuss
these con,'"ctions within the AI community. (The point
of such an exercise is to identify those aspects of current
AI work which can contribute to the achievement of
mechanized and autonomous abductive inference systems,
and to identify a sequence of research steps that the AI
community can take towards this goal.)
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(4) Researchproposalsforspecificmachineintelligence
projectshouldexplainhowtheproposedprojectcontrib-
utesto theultimategoalof autonomousmachineintelli-
gencesystemswhichlearnbymeansofanalytic,inductive,
andabductiveinferences.Enoughisnowknownabouthe
termsof thiscriterionto distinguishbetweenprojects
whichsatisfyit andthosewhichdonot.
6.3 Natural Language and Other Man-Machine
Communication
It is common sense that various specific communication
goals are best served by different forms of exchange. This
notion is borne out by the tendency in technical fields of
human activity to spawn jargon which only slowly (if ever)
filters into more widespread usage. In the general area of
communication between man and machine, a few tasks are
already well handled by available languages. For example,
in the area of numerical computations the present formal
languages, while not perfect, are highly serviceable.
When one considers the introduction of sophisticated
computer systems into environments where it is necessary
for them to communicate frequently, competently, and
rapidly with people who are not specialists in computer
programming, then the need for improvement in man-
machine communication capability quickly becomes
apparent.
A natural language capability in computers is required
primarily in two kinds of circumstances - (1) where the
nature of the information to be transferred warrants the
flexibility and generality of a natural language, in distinc-
tion to a more specialized language, and (2) where, because
of the number, nature, or condition of the humans
involved, it is impractical to have the humans communicate
in a formal language. There are additional considerations of
convenience to the user, and attracting users who otherwise
might be reluctant to use the available computer facilities.
For directing the global actions of robot devices of all
kinds, as well as the interrogation of question-answering
systems, the ability to use natural language considerably
eases or eliminates the problem of training individuals to
use these resources. In particular, the user population of an
Earth-sensing information system can be significantly and
economically extended through direct communication
between users and the system in natural language. Unfor-
tunately, at present the domain is essentially that of a
research domain, with relatively few natural language inter-
faces operating in production environments.
Man-machine information exchanges can be segregated
into iconic communication, such as pictures, and symbolic
communication, such as formal computer languages and
human natural language (see fig. 6.2). These differ signifi-
cantly in the amount and kind of interpretation required
to understand and to react to them. For instance, formal
computer languages are largely designed to be understood
by machines rather than people. For purposes of further
discussion, man-machine communication is subcategorized
as follows:
(1) Machine understanding of keyed (typed) natural
language
(2) Machine participation in natural language dialogue
(3) Machine recognition/understanding of spoken
language
(4) Machine generation of speech
(5) Visual and other communication (includes iconic
forms).
6.3.1 Keyed Natural Language and Man-Machine Dialogue
In those instances in which the environment is highly
restricted with respect to both the domain of discourse
(semantics) and the form of statements which are appro-
priate (syntax), serviceable interfaces are just becoming
possible with state-of-the-art techniques. Primary examples
are the LUNAR (Woods et al., 1972) and SOPHIE (Brown
and Burton. 1975) systems. However, any significant relax-
ation of semantic and syntactic constraints produces very
difficult problems in AI. Intensive research is presently
underway in this area. It seems that the semantic aspects
of normal human use of language override a large part of
the syntactical aspects. Computer languages traditionally
have been almost entirely syntax-oriented, and so the con-
siderable knowledge available concerning them has very
little relevance in the natural language domain. Progress in
flexible natural language interfaces is likely to be tied to
progress in areas such as representation of knowledge and
"common sense" reasoning. These lie at the heart of intelli-
gent information processing - full natural language compe-
tency at the level of human performance requires a machine
with intelligence and world knowledge comparable to that
of humans. At this time there is little work in progress on
the necessity or appropriateness of specialized hardware for
natural language processing.
Accepting the close relationship between human-grade
natural language proficiency and general intelligence level,
and the improbability of near-term attainment of human-
grade general intelligence in machines, it is appropriate to
focus instead on achieving usable natural language inter-
faces at a lower level of machine performance. This leads to
an examination of man-machine dialogues in which the goal
of the man is to communicate a clear and immediate state-
ment of information, or a request for information or
action, to the machine, where the information or request is
in a domain for which the machine has a competent model.
In this sphere of activity the following component capabili-
ties are thought to be highly desirable, and probably neces-
sary, for efficient and effective communication: domain
model, user model (general, idiosyncratic, contextual),
dialogue model, explanatory capability, and reasonable
default assumptions.
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Figure 6.2.- Overview of man-machine communication.
Domain model. The machine must be able to act upon
the information it receives, so it is assumed to have compe-
tency in some domain, called the object domain. To com-
municate about this object domain, the machine must have
some additional knowledge called the domain model. When
the communication environment is such that each linguistic
transaction cannot have an immediate conclusion or effect
in the object domain, then it is essential that the domain
model be used to determine if a particular transaction
makes sense. Otherwise the machine will not be able to
make any inferences about the information it is being given,
and the dialogue may become a monologue on the side of
the human. The efficiency of the transfer of information
will deteriorate, particularly for naive users. The machine
will be accepting information which may prove inadequate
later when it is handled in the object domain.
Individual user models. One of the reasons for natural
language is to accommodate a wide range of humans in
direct and efficient communication. This is best accom-
plished by taking into account at least some characteristics
which are either specific to particular individuals, or spe-
cific to classes of individuals. One example is in default
values and assumptions. Different users will have different
expectations concerning the values of implicit parameters
of the conversation, and will have different underlying
assumptions. In order not to burden each user with the
necessity to make all of these explicit, it is necessary to
make these assumptions and defaults a function of the type
of user.
Dialogue model The machine must have a working
knowledge of what constitutes an acceptable dialogue. Such
things as timing and absolute and relative explicitness are
considerations pertinent to all users, and may vary from
one person to another. In addition, the machine should
avoid long series of questions posed to tile human in order
to clarify discussion, a particular problem with current
expert systems such as MYCIN (Shortliffe, 1976). While
part of the solution lies in proper default values and
assumptions, there may still be need for the human to
supply information in response to a perceived need by the
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machine for this information. The best way to guide the
human into supplying this information, while avoiding a
tedious and long series of direct queries, is a largely
unstudied area. Also, since the structure of the knowledge
involved in the dialogue differs considerably between the
human and machine, it will be necessary to map the initial
internal "need to know" requests perceived by the machine
into the general flow of the dialogue in a human-oriented
way.
6.3.2 Machine Recognition and Understanding of
Spoken Language
Recognition and understanding of fluent spoken
language add further complexity to that of keyed language/
phoneme ambiguity. In noise-free environments where
restricted vocabularies are involved, it is possible to achieve
relatively high recognition accuracy though at present not
in real-time. In more realistic operating scenarios, oral
fluency and recognition divorced from semantic under-
standing is not likely to succeed. The critical need is the
coupling of a linguistic understanding system to the spoken
natural language recognition process. Thus the progress in
speech recognition will depend upon that in keyed natural
language understanding.
Early applications have involved single word control
directives for machinery that acts upon the physical world,
using commands like "stop," "lower," "focus," etc. Some
commercial equipment is available for simple sentences,
but these require commands to be selected from a small
predetermined set and necessitate machine training for each
individual user.
6.3. 3 Machine Generation of Speech
At the present time mechanical devices can generate
artificial-sounding but easily understood (by humans)
spoken output. Thus the physical aspects of speech gener-
ation are ready for applications, although some additional
aesthetics-oriented technology work would be desirable.
(The more important aspects of deciding what to say and
how to phrase it were covered in the foregoing discussion
of keyed natural language.)
6.3.4 Visual and Other Communication
Some motor-oriented transfer of information from
humans to machines already has found limited application.
Light pens and joysticks are rather common, and some
detection of head-eye position has been employed for
target acquisition. Graphics input/output is also an active
research area, and three-dimensional graphical/pictorial
interaction is likely to prove useful.
An interesting alternative approach in communicating
information to robot systems is called "show and tell." In
this method a human physically manipulates an iconic
model of the real environment in which the robot is to act.
The robot observes this action, perhaps receiving some
simple coordinated information spoken by the human
operator as he performs the model actions, then duplicates
the actions in the real environment. The distinctions
between show and tell and typical teleoperator modes of
operation are:
• Show and tell does not assume real-time action of the
robot with the human instruction.
• For show and tell, the robot has the time to analyze
tile overall plan, ask questions and generally form an
optimal course of action by communicating with the
human.
• The fidelity of the robot actions to the human exam-
pie can vary in significant useful ways, allowing the
robot to optimize the task in a manner alien to
human thinking.
• The show and tell task can be constructed piecemeal,
thus allowing a task to be described to the machine
which requires many simultaneous and coordinated
events, or which requires input from teams of human
operators which is then chained together into a single
more complex task description.
Show and tell permits a high degree of cooperative
problem-solving and reasoning about actions between
humans and machines. This novel technique probably has
an important functional role to play somewhere between
autonomous robots and pure teleoperation.
6.3.5 Recommendations
The team recommendations to NASA regarding directed
research and development in the field of natural languages
and other man-machine dialogue are as follows,
Natural language and man-machine dialogue. Theoretical
work in keyed and spoken natural language for managing
restricted domain databases will proceed with NASA
involvement. The impact of such systems is widely recog-
nized, and much research is in progress. In applications,
DOD is already involved in funding research whose results
will probably be directly applicable to NASA database
interactions in the immediate future. It is recommended
that NASA now make plans to initiate implementation of
systems using keyed natural language for internal use within
NASA. Such implementation not only will provide useful
production tools for NASA, but also will generate the
in-house experience necessary to provide these techniques
to outside users of space-acquired data as in the IESIS
mission.
More sophisticated uses of natural language, such as in
directing almost autonomous robots in tasks like space
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construction or exploration, should be studied by NASA,
but immediate application of a pure natural language com-
munication channel does not seem possible at this time or
in the near future. The first uses of fluent natural language
in controlling robots will probably best be done in a con-
text such as "show and tell."
Spoken language. The development of fluent spoken
language recognition is expected to evolve in step with the
ability of machines to understand and reason about the
object domain. Thus, a NASA orientation toward funding
research in this area would be misdirected. There is no
obvious pressing need at this time for the Agency to inter-
vene in the development of isolated word recognition con-
trol of robots, as this area will develop very rapidly on its
own.
Speech generation. Serviceable speech generation is
technologically current, for the physical generation, and
NASA need not take any particular steps in this area until
specific implementation demands it. The more important
area of machine decision of what to say is a much more
difficult and undeveloped research area, and is essentially
the same problem as in keyed input-visual output dialogue
systems.
Visual and other communication. The areas of motor
and graphic interaction are ready for current implementa-
tion. NASA should consider these as tools appropriate both
for its own internal use and, as with the keyed natural
language, for outside users of NASA-collected data. Show
and tell communication would be extremely useful in
zero-g robot-assisted construction, and may have applica-
tion in planetary exploration and space or lunar industrial
processes current research efforts are minimal. Many of
the specific capabilities of potential interest to NASA will
not be developed if the space agency does not take a direct,
active role.
A very rudimentary form of show and tell, called "pat-
terning," should be implemented as soon as possible for all
NASA spacecraft with manipulator or other movable com-
ponents under computer control. In patterning, a prototype
or other model of the actual spacecraft is physically articu-
lated in the way the actual spacecraft should behave. The
model is connected to a computer through appropriate pro-
prioceptors, and the computer writes a program which can
be uploaded to the spacecraft to direct its actions. It should
also be required that the model be able to execute the pro-
gram in order to verify its correctness. Such a capability
would greatly extend the flexibility of control of both com-
plex devices in space and exploration craft on planets, and
yet are relatively easily implementable with current
techniques.
6.4 Space Manufacturing
To achieve the goal of nonterrestrial utilization of
materials and factory self-replication and growth, space
manufacturing must progress from terrestrial simulation to
low Earth orbit (LEO) experimentation with space produc-
tion techniques, and ultimately to processing lunar mate-
rials and other nonterrestrial resources into feedstock for
more basic product development. The central focus of this
assessment is upon the technologies necessary to acquire a
major space manufacturing capability starting with an
automated Earth orbiting industrial experimental station
established either as an independent satellite or in conjunc-
tion with a manned platform such as a manned orbiting
facility or "space station."
6.4.1 Earth Orbiting Manufacturing Experiment Station
There are four major components of any production
system: (1) extraction and purification of raw materials,
(2) forming of product components, (3) product compo-
nent assembly, and (4) system control. The Earth-orbiting
station will conduct experiments to determine the relative
merits of alternative methods of implementing these ele-
ments in a space manufacturing facility.
Product formation involves two general operations -
primary shaping to achieve the approximate shape and size
of the component and finishing to meet all surface and
dimensional requirements. The most promising primary
shaping technologies for space manufacturing are casting
and powder-processing techniques. When properly con-
trolled, both methods produce parts ready for use without
further processing. Casting techniques appear more versatile
in terms of the range of materials (metals, ceramic, metal-
ceramic) that can be shaped, but powder processes may
outperform casting for metallic components. A determina-
tion of the relative utility of these two processes should be
one of the primary goals of the space manufacturing
experiment station.
The casting process is a fairly labor-intensive activity on
Earth and has not been highly automated, with the excep-
tion of Strand and other continuous casters. Automated
casting facilities do not generally produce a variety of parts
configurations; instead, they usually make just a single
shape (usually a bloom or billet) which later requires a
great deal of expensive and time-consuming processing
before it is usable as a machine component.
Many of the finishing operations can be eliminated if the
material is cast into (approximately) its final configuration
using a specialized mold. The production of these molds has
been automated in two instances. In investment casting, the
dipping of the wax forms into ceramic slurry has been
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accomplishedusingindustrialrobots,althoughactualpat-
ternformationremainslargelymanual.In permanentdie
casting,theNikesportshoesubsidiaryin Massachusetts
producestapesforits N/Celectricaldischargemachining
apparatuswhichdrivesthetoolto formthediesautomati-
callyfromdrawingsoftheshoe'ssoleconstructedusingthe
plant'sCAD/CAMsystem.
Onthewhole,however,theformationof patternsand
disposablemolds(especiallygreensandcastingmolds)has
remainedmanual;onlyequipmentfor liftingandturning
theflaskshascomeintowidespreaduse.Robotshavebeen
employedto unloadhotpartsfromdiecastingmachinesa
wellasplacethe(hot)castingsintotrimmingdies.Almost
all automationof castinghasbeeninhigh-volumeapplica-
tionswhereonestandardshapeisproducedtenthousand
timesperyearor more.High-volumeproductionis not
likely to be the generalmodeof spacemanufacturing,
whichwillprobablycallforsmalllot,intermittentproduc-
tion.Methodsof performingautomaticcasting,especially
usingdisposablemolds,anddoingthisefficientlyin low-
or zero-gravityconditionsarerequired.Eliminationof
moldsusingcontainerlessformingtechniquesshouldalso
beinvestigatedand,if successful,willsignificantlyreduce
thehighcapitalcostsof formingmoldsanddies.Theprob-
lemsofheatremovalndcontrolof therateof coolingto
controlgrainsizein thecastingsrequiresbothsensordevel-
opmentto sensetheinternaltemperaturesandnewheat
dissipationtechnologies.
Powderprocessinghasbeensomewhatutomatedon
Earth,buthasnotbeenusedextensivelyduetothetremen-
douscostsassociatedwithpurifyingandmaintaininganon-
oxidizingenvironinentfor manufacturing.Thisenviron-
mentisavailableinspaceandonthelunarsurface.But,as
in thecaseof casting,powderprocessingusesdiestoform
parts.Again,thestudyof containerlessformingtechniques
maybefruitful,withpowderprocessingalleviatingsomeof
theheatdissipationproblem,sincesinteringtemperatures
arelowerthanthoserequiredfor casting.Theapplicability
of powderformationvialiquefactionandsprayingshould
beassessed.Grindingandmillingmustalsobeexamined,
sincethecoldweldingphenomenonbetweensimilarpure
metalsmaybe turnedto advantageif it canbeusedto
facilitatecoalescenceof themetalswithoutsinteringor
melting.Intensivestudyof thiseffectisbestperformedin
space,aspurepowdersareextremelydifficultto prepare
andmaintainonEarth.Coldweldingalsohasimportant
implicationsformachiningandlubrication.
Machining,or chipformationprocesses,aretheusual
finishingoperations.Thesehavebeenextensivelyauto-
mated,butsignificantproblemswithheatdissipationa d
coldweldingmaybeencounteredinspaceif thetoolsare
run in a vacuum.Theprimarycauseof toolwearis the
temperatureg neratedatthetool/chipinterface.Removal
of thisheathroughtheuseof cuttingfluidswillbediffi-
cultbecauseallterrestriallyusedfluidsareeitherpetroleum
orwater-based- twocommoditiesxpensiveinspaceand
difficultto controlin azero-genvironment.Coldwelding
will decreasechipformingin twoways- first,by the
formationof built-upedgeonthetoolface(althoughtem-
peratureandpressuremaystillbethedeterminantsofthis
effect),andsecond,bythereattachmentof hepuremetal
chipsto thecut or uncutsurfaceor machinetableby
vacuumwelding.Useoflaserstofinishmayeliminatemany
of theseproblemsandthusmaybeoftremendoustility,
especiallyif castingorpowdertechniquescanbeexpected
to producehigh-toleranceparts.Theuseofultra-highspeed
machiningin whichmostof theheatof cuttingiscarried
awayby themoltenchipcouldalsobeapartialsolution,
andalsotheuseof ceramictoolbitsandcastbasalttables.
(Seealsoappendix5F.)
Assemblyrequiresrobotic/teleoperatorvisionandend-
effectorswhicharesmart,self-preserving,anddexterous.
Accuracyof placementto 0.001in.andrepeatabilityo
0.0005in. is desirablefor electronicsa sembly.Fastening
technologies,includingnonvolatileadhesives,coldwelding,
mechanicalf steners,andweldingallrequirespecialdapta-
tiontothespacenvironment.
Controlof a large-scalespacemanufacturingsystem
demandstheuseof a distributed,hierarchical,machine-
intelligentinformationsystem.Materialhandlingtasks
requireautomated,mobilerobots/teleoperators.Insupport
oftheseactivities,visionandhigh-capacityarms,multi-arm
coordination,anddexterousend-effectorsmustbedevel-
oped.For inventorycontrol,anautomatedstorageand
retrievalsystemwellsuitedto thespacenvironmentis
needed.The ability to gaugeand measureproducts
(qualitycontrol)benefitsfromautomatedinspection,but
a general-purposemachine-intelligenthigh-resolution
visionmoduleisnecessaryforqualitycontrolof complex
products.
6.4.2 Materials Processing and Utilization
While it is expected that the orbiting space manufactur-
ing experiment station initially will be supplied with differ-
entiated raw feedstock for further processing, some inter-
esting experiments in systems operations and materials
extraction are possible and should be vigorously pursued.
One such experiment could be a project to build one rea-
sonably complex machine tool using a minimum of human
intervention and equipment. Two logical candidates
emerge. The first is a milling, grinding, or melting device
that could be used to reduce Shuttle external tanks to feed-
stock for further parts building or experiments. This project
would allow experimentation in material separation and
processing using a well-defined and limited input source
which can be obtained at relatively low cost whenever the
Space Shuttle carries a volume-limited rather than a
weight-restricted load. Such a large-scale experiment could
be used as an "extra-laboratory" verification of extraction,
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manipulationandcontrolmechanizations,a wellaspro-
vidingrelativelyeasyaccessto puremetalpowdersfor
research.A secondcandidateprojectis thefabricationand
assemblyof abeam-builderfo usein largestructurecon-
struction experiments. These two machine tool projects
could then be combined to study materials handling and
storage problems by having the first project provide feed-
stock for the second. Additional experimentation on pro-
ducing feedstock from lunar materials would be a logical
outgrowth of this development.
While the space manufacturing experiment station is
largely viewed as an experiment station for capital equip-
ment production and as a stepping stone to the establish-
merit of a lunar manufacturing facility, it should be noted
that the station can also be used for biological research and
the preparation of products such as drugs and medicines for
terrestrial consumption. For example, many pharmaceutical
components require a zero-g environment for their separa-
tion. Additional products for terrestrial consumption would
be perfect spheres or flat surfaces made by joining bubbles.
The technology required for permanent facilities to pro-
cess nonterrestrial materials on the lunar surface or else-
where lies far beyond currently proposed space materials
processing capabilities. Numerous workers have suggested
processes such as electrolysis, hydrogen fluoride leaching
and carbochlorination (see section 4.2.2), which are ade-
quate for short-term usage but cannot reasonably be
expected to meet long-term growth requirements. Processes
must be developed which yield a far broader range of ele-
ments and materials, including fluorine, phosphates, silica,
etc. Volati]es such as water and argon, and desirable rock
types such as alkalic basalts and hydrotbermally altered
basalts, could be acquired as a result of lunar-surface
exploration. High-grade metals can probably be retrieved
from asteroids in the more distant future.
Sophisticated and highly automated chemical, electrical,
and crystallization processing techniques must be developed
in order to supply the wide variety of required feedstock
and chemicals. Some possible solutions may be generated
by studying controlled fractionation and chemical doping
of molten lunar materials in order to achieve crystallization
of desired phases. Zone refining and zone melting tech-
niques may also be fruitful areas for investigation. New
oxygen-based chemical processing methods should also be
examined.
6.4.3 Technology Requirements
The control of individual machine tools has continued to
advance in feedback and feedforward control modes. The
control of a diverse, highly integrated industrial complex
requires advances in computer systems. High-speed data
access in linked hierarchical computer networks will be
needed. These computers will require coordination in real
time. For example, the material handling computers must
relay messages to the material handling devices telling them
which machines need to be emptied or loaded and the
material handling devices must know where to place the
removed product, Advances in autonomous planning and
scheduling in a dynamic environment are required, using
new scheduling algorithms and shop floor control tech-
niques. Large database requirements will soon become
apparent. Repair robots must have the capability to
hypothesize probable causes and sources of malfunction.
The establishment of space or lunar manufacturing facil-
ities require the development of the following technologies:
• Basic research on materials processing in the space
environment
• Improvement in primary shaping technologies of cast-
ing and powder processing for metals and nonmetals
with emphasis on the economic elimination of
manual mold production, possibly by the use of con-
tainerless forming
• Improvement in heat dissipation abilities in relation
to the tool/chip interface in space, and control of
cooling rates in castings
• Comprehension of cold-welding as a limiting factor
for metal curing and as a joining technique
• hnprovement of robot dexterity and sensors (espe-
cially vision)
• General and special purpose teleoperator/robot sys-
tems for materials handling, inventory control, assem-
bly, inspection, and repair
• hnprovement in computer control of large, inte-
grated, dynamic hierarchical systems using sophisti-
cated sensory feedback
• Study and improvement of lasers and electron-beam
machining devices
• Enlbodiment of managerial skills in an autonomous,
adaptive-control expert system
6.5 Teleoperators and Robot Systems
A teleoperator is a device that allows action or observa-
tion at a distant site by a human operator. Teleoperators
represent an interim position between fully manned and
autonomous robot operation. Teleoperators have motor
functions (commanded by a human) with many possible
capabilities, and have sensors (possibly multiple, special-
purpose) to supply information. The human being controls
and supervises operations through a mechanical or com-
puter interface. As technology advances and new require-
ments dictate, more and more of the command and control
functions will reside in the computer with the man assum-
ing an increasingly supervisory role; as artificial intelli-
gence methods are developed and are applied, the compu-
ter eventually may perform "mental" functions of greater
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complexity,makingthesystemoreautonomous.Thefol-
lowingdiscussionconcernsteleoperatorsandtheirfunc-
tions,applicationstoNASAprograms,necessarysupporting
technologies,andtheevolutionarypathofrobotics.
Teleoperators have been developed to expand man's
physical capabilities across great distances and in hostile or
inaccessible environments. Typical applications include
(1) safe, efficient handling of nuclear or toxic materials,
(2) undersea mining and exploration, (3) medical and surgi-
cal techniques, and (4) fabrication, assembly, and mainte-
nance on Earth and in space. An artificial limb is considered
a teleoperator because it restores lost dexterity to an
amputee.
Teleoperators are not new. In 1954 Argonne National
Laboratory developed a master/slave hand system with
force feedback via cables and pulleys. In 1958 William
Bradley (1980) operated an area-of-interest television
camera system mounted on a truck to provide a display to
the "driver" located 15 km away. In the 1960s General
Electric engineers designed "Hardiman," an exoskeletal
teleoperator with 15 degrees of freedom and the capability
of manipulating 700-kg loads with ease (Corliss and
Johnsen, 1968). Research is progressing once again in
manipulators, sensors, and master/slave systems. Further
technology advances will be made as NASA develops tele-
operators for space operations.
6.5.1 Teleoperator Applications
Advanced teleoperators for future space missions present
new challenges in the development of spaceborne man-
machine systems (Bejczy, 1979; Bradley, 1967; Corliss and
Johnsen, 1968). Teleoperators are robotic devices having
video or other sensors, manipulator appendages, and some
mobility capability, all remotely controlled via a telecom-
munications channel by a human operator. The man can
exercise direct in-the-loop control using a joystick or other
analog device, or can choose more indirect means of com-
mand such as an AI system in which he shares and trades
control with a computer (NASA Advisory Council, 1978).
Heer (1979) estimates that flight demonstrations of auto-
mated Shuttle manipulators can begin as early as 1982, for
automated construction devices in 1986, and for a free-
flying automated teleoperator by 1987.
A teleoperator will be on the first operational Space
Shuttle flight. The Shuttle has a six-degree-of-freedom
general-purpose Remote Manipulator System (RMS) with a
15-m reach (Meade and Nedwich, 1978; Raibert, 1979).
The RMS lifts heavy objects in and out of the payload bay
and assists in orbital assembly and maintenance (Meade and
Nedwich, 1978; Raibert, 1979). An astronaut controls the
rate of movement of the RMS using two three-axis hand
controllers (Lippay, 1977). One proposed follow-on is
installation of a work platform so that the RMS could be
used as a "cherry picker," carrying astronauts to nearby
work sites.
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One RMS will be mounted on the port longeron with
provisions for a second RMS mounted on the starboard
side. Conceptually the RMS arm is much like a human arm,
with yaw and pitch at the shoulder joint, pitch at the
elbow, and yaw, pitch and roll at the wrist (Lippay, 1977).
The upper arm is 6.37 m long and the lower arm is 7.06 m
long, providing a 15-m reach. The RMS can move a
14,000-kg payload at 6 cm/sec with the arm fully extended,
or up to 60 cm/sec with no load (Space Shuttle, 1976,
1977, 1978).
Two other distinct classes of teleoperation will be
required for complex, large-scale space operations typified
by the space manufacturing facility described in chapter 4.
The first is a free-flying system which combines the tech-
nology of the Manned Maneuvering Unit with the safety
and versatility of remote manipulation. The free-flying
teleoperator could be used for satellite servicing and for
stockpiling and handling materials (Schappell et al., 1979).
Both of these operations require autonomous rendezvous,
stationkeeping, and attachment or docking capabilities.
Satellite servicing requires the design of modular, easily
serviceable systems and concurrent development of tele-
operator systems.
The Teleoperator Maneuvering System (TMS) is an
unmanned free-flying spacegoing system designed to fit in
the Shuttle Orbiter, with the capability to boost satellites
into higher orbits, service and retrieve spacecraft, support
the construction assembly and servicing of large space plat-
forms, capture space debris, and perform numerous other
tasks in orbit. TMS has the potential, with developing
robotics technology, to greatly extend and enhance man's
capabilities in space. As presently defined by NASA, TMS
is propelled with hydrazine or cold gas thrusters, controlled
by operators at ground stations or in the Orbiter's aft flight
deck, and can be placed under automated control using its
onboard computational capabilities. TMS eventually will be
equipped with antennas, manipulators, video equipment,
dexterous servicing mechanisms, a solar power array, and
other equipment as needed to position spacecraft, rendez-
vous with and service satellites, position large platform sec-
tions, and act as a "smart" free-flying subsatellite for
performing specialized missions. It can perform all known
LEO payload retrieval missions within 1 km of the Shuttle,
and retrieval at distances of 800-1600 km from the Orbiter
could be demonstrated by the mid-1980s (OAST, 1980).
Manufacturing processes and hazardous materials han-
dling may utilize mobile or "walking devices," the second
distinct class of teleoperators. The teleoperator would
autonomously move to the desired internal or external site
and perform either preprogrammed or remotely controlled
operations. For manufacturing and repair, such a system
could transport an astronaut to the site and the manipu-
lator could be controlled locally for view/clamp/tool opera-
tions or as a workbench. Of course, the size and level of
teleoperator mobility (free-flying or walking) is dictated by
mission needs.
Probablythe two classeswill becombinedinto one
deviceinactualpractice.Suchacombinationcouldbechar-
acterizedasaremotefree-flyingteleoperatorequippedwith
a highlyspecializedmanipulatorf thegeneral-purposeor
spacecraft-servicessystemtype.Anextensioncanbeenvi-
sionedasa teleoperatorvehiclecombinedwithsingleor
multiplemanipulatora msusedto alignandattachbeams
in directsupportof spaceconstructionactivities.Depend-
ingonthecomplexityof thetaskathandit maybeneces-
saryforhumansto bedirectlyinchargeinamaster-slave
relationshipandbehousedina lifesupportmoduleonthe
free-flyer.The next logical development step delegates this
function to a manlike robot, thus freeing the system to
work autonomously at extended operational ranges without
the cumbersome remote or local presence of man.
In the reference Space Manufacturing Facility developed
by Miller and Smith (1979), the large number of similar
components in the solar-cell factory and the X-ray environ-
ment precludes direct human labor. This suggests auto-
mated maintenance and repair, so the solar-cell factory was
designed for tending by automated and remote devices. A
free-flying hybrid teleoperator (FHT) can do on-site repairs
at the solar-cell factory. The FHT can be operated either
fully automated (tied into an M-capable computer system
or using preprogrammed routines), automatically with
human override, or fully remote-controlled by a human
operator (teleoperation).
Free-flying teleoperators or robot servicing units will
have the capability to autonomously rendezvous, close, and
attach to a satellite, first in LEO near the main station and
later in GEO (Schappell et al., 1979). In some cases satellite
retrieval, rather than servicing, will be desired. This would
be a precursor to automated asteroid retrieval missions,
requiring completely autonomous systems for navigation,
guidance, sensing and analysis, attachment, and mining
(Shin and Yerazunis, 1978).
On-board and free-flying teleoperators will be required
throughout the postulated mission plan. They will extend
man's senses and dexterity to remote locations while the
human supervises and controls from a safe, comfortable
environment. Teleoperators are a logical step in the evolu-
tion to fully automated (robot) systems needed for effi-
cient extraterrestrial exploration and utilization. Previous
sections have already discussed the role of man, the role
and configuration of such teleoperators, and the role and
development required for completely automated, possibly
self-replicating, systems.
6.5.2 Teleoperation Sensing Technology
The uniqueness and utility of teleoperators lies not in
their mode of locomotion, but rather in the "telepresence"
they provide - the ability of the man to directly sense and
remotely affect the environment (Minsky, 1980). Sensor
and manipulator technology is advancing apace, largely
through rapid growth in the fields of industrial robotics
and computer science.
Approximately 40% of human sensory input is in the
form of vision, so it is appropriate that most work in physi-
cal perception relates to visual information processing and
remote scene interpretation. Algorithms and specialized
sensors developed for satellite on-board pattern recognition
and scene analysis can enable the teleoperator to perform
many of these functions. Teleoperation has several unique
characteristics such as viewing and working in three dimen-
sions under variable conditions of scene illumination, and
options of wide or restricted fields of view. Three-
dimensional information can be obtained from stereo dis-
plays (Chin, 1976; Duda and Hart, 1978: IEEE, 1979),
lasers (Shin and Yerazunis, 1978), planar light beams
(Baum, 1979), radar and proximity sensors (Schappel et al.,
1979), or it may be recovered from two-dimensional pic-
tures (Tenenbaum, 1979).
Besides its use in autonomous tasks, a computer "world
model" can be utilized in two ways. First, it can provide
the man a computer-generated display from any point in
the "world." Theoretically, from an overall view of the
entire scene (including the teleoperator itself) the camera
eye could zoom down inside a crevice or behind an object.
Using data from a scanning laser ranging system, the system
described by Shin and Yerazunis (1978) could construct a
perspective model of nearby terrain and superimpose the
route through the terrain determined by an optimal path-
selection algorithm.
Second, using camera location as a reference point and
overlaying the "world model" over the camera picture
would permit correlation of the world model with the real
world, thus enabling the operator to immediately detect
anomalies or inaccuracies in the knowledge base. This
"knowledge overlay" would allow corrections for sensor
errors and keep autonomous manipulator operations
properly referenced. Without such a knowledge overlay the
man is severely handicapped in acting as supervisor of
largely autonomous operations.
Besides vision, a teleoperator should give the human a
"feel" for the task. Minsky (1980) notes that no present
system has a true sense of feel, and insists that "we must
set high objectives for the senses of touch, texture, vibra-
tion, and all the other information that informs our own
hands." In addition to communicating via sight and touch,
an audio interface between man and computer also is feasi-
ble (see section 6.5.3). Voice input/output systems are
commercially available and in use. Research continues,
though, in artificial intelligence and computer science on
natural language understanding, faster algorithms, and
connected speech processing. However, it should be noted
that teleoperators with simple bilateral force reflection can
achieve most immediate goals in space. These were demon-
strated by Ray Goertz as early as 1955, and can be used
now.
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6.5.3 Teleoperation Manipulator Technology
Much of a teleoperator's capability is sensory; much is
associated with manipulation. Although configurational
details require further definition of task requirements,
overall general-purpose space teleoperator characteristics
can be partly inferred. A teleoperator arm must have
enough freedom so that the manipulation and arm locomo-
tion systems can position the hand or end-effector at any
desired position in the work environment. There must also
be a locus of points which all of the teleoperator's hands
can reach simultaneously. If such a region does not exist,
manipulator cooperation is precluded- cooperation and
coordination of multiple manipulator arms and hands give
teleoperators (and humans) tremendous potential
versatility.
How many manipulator arms might the general-purpose
teleoperator have? Despite man's two arms, the teleopera-
for will probably need three. Most mechanical operations
require just two hands - one to grasp the material and the
other to perform some task. A third hand would be useful
in holding two objects to be joined, or in aiming a television
camera (or other appropriate sensor). In many two-handed
operations on Earth the human worker moves his head "to
get a better look" - the third teleoperator arm would move
the man's remote eyes for that purpose. Indeed, the third
arm can be used to couple the TV motion to the man's
head motion. Bradley (1980) notes that this gives a strong
feeling of telepresence. Finally, three fingers probably are
sufficient for duplicating most of the functions of the
human hand - this is the minimum number necessary for a
truly stable and controllable grasp of small objects.
6.5.4 Robot Systems
Teleoperators will always be vital to many operations in
space because they extend man's senses and motor func-
tions to remote locations. But extraterrestrial exploration
and utilization and other advanced systems will require
remote autonomous systems systems with on-board intel-
ligence. These robot systems will evolve along with current
AI efforts at representing knowledge functions in a com-
puter. The integration of AI technology with teleoperator/
robot systems is a major development task in its own right
and should be timed to support space programs that require
this capability.
Aspects of artificial intelligence which must be addressed
in regard to robot systems include memory organization,
knowledge retrieval, search, deduction, induction and
hypothesis fomaation, learning, planning, perception and
recognition (Iighthill, 1972; Nilsson, 1974; Sagan, 1980;
Winston, 1978). Teleoperation and robotics technology
requirements are: time lag compensation methods, sensory
scaling, adaptive control methods, touch sensing, hands,
hydraulics, actuators that are many times lighter than the
masses that they lift, onboard power for autonomous oper-
ation (this is a major problem), parallel computers, clamp
and hold servoing of arms (extra hands are needed to hold
parts while soldering and connecting), homeostasis, survival
instincts, world models, laser data links, and laser sensors.
Computer science, cybernetics, control theory and indus-
trial process control are all relevant fields in this research.
Interactive systems are being developed whereby the com-
puter works, not autonomously, but as a partner or intelli-
gent assistant. Kraiss (1980)discusses the design of systems
resulting from cooperation of human and robot systems in
four specific areas - computers capable of learning and
adapting, computer support in preparation and evaluation
of information, computer support in decisionmaking, and
computer assistance in problem-solving.
6.5.5 Telefactor Technology Development
Recommendations
The advantages of the availability of telefactor systems
for development of subsequent fully automatic and repli-
cating systems have already been described in this report.
However, it is worth noting that: (1) all of the technical
information and components to build a telefactor system
were available, and ';t_e basic subsystems (e.g., master-slave
manipulators and head-aimed television systems built and
demonstrated) before 1965, and (2) to date, no one has
built a complete system (Bradley, 1967).
Construction of a standard telefactor system is long
overdue. NASA should include this important step in an
early phase of its automation program. Some of its appli-
cations to the NASA program are the following:
1. A telefactor system can be used to oversee and oper-
ate a materials processing activity to establish requirements
for full automation of such activity and also for manned
intervention.
2. A telefactor system can provide a built-in mainte-
nance and repair facility in a complex spacecraft.
3. A telefactor system could perform satellite inspec-
tion, modification, or other EVA operations from the
Shuttle, even with uncooperative objects.
4. All of the actions and observations of a telefactor
system can be taped for later playback, permitting retro-
spective task analysis.
5. Demonstration of the frequently proclaimed versatil-
ity and effectiveness of telefactor systems is overdue and
much needed.
6. A standard telefactor system can be used as a
comparison.piece in the field of robotics. Differences in
task performance and in characteristic deficiencies among
telefactors versus robots would be of great interest.
7. Since computers can be readily inserted into a stan-
dard telefaclor system, these could become powerful tools
in the development of fully automatic or supervisory con-
trol systems.
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8. A standardtelefactorsystemwouldbeaconvenient
startingpoint for developmentof roversfor lunarand
planetaryexplorationandprospecting.
9. A standardtelefactorsystemwouldincidentallybea
usefulstartingpointfordevelopmentof terrestrial remote
control or remotely piloted vehicle equipment for use in
hostile environments.
To achieve construction of a prototype standard telefac-
tot system with minimum cost, it would appear appropriate
to utilize some of the personnel already familiar with this
and who have had practical experience in tile construction
and operation of the major subsystems. A conventional
aerospace contractor even if well provided with funding and
facilities is likely to misunderstand some of the problem
areas discovered and resolved during 1956-1966, thus
requiring costly reworking and rediscovery of old tech-
niques. NASA should find means of maplementing such an
effort with leadership at one of its centers and with inter-
ested participation by NASA Headquarters staff. After
attainment of a satisfactory prototype of a standard telefac-
tor system, several should be constructed and made availa-
ble where needed most in the agency's automation
program.
6.6 Computer Science and Technology
NASA's role, both now and in tile future, is fundamen-
tally one of information acquisition, processing, analysis,
and dissemination. This requires a strong institutional
expertise in computer science and technology (CS&T). Pre-
vious study efforts and reports have made recommenda-
tions to integrate current technology more fully into exist-
ing NASA programs and to develop NASA excellence in
selected relevant fields of computer science. Recent studies
have explored the research and development requirements
of NASA field centers, and have identified particular R&D
goals and objectives relevant to CS&T (ASC, 1980; EER,
1980; Sagan, 1980). ]n this section, the recommendations
are considered from the perspective of the CS&T study
team, together with the implications for CS&T of the
various missions defined earlier in the report.
Of particular concern in tile present technology assess-
ment is the evolving CS&T program required within the
space Agency to support a major involvement of automa-
tion and machine intelligence capabilities in future NASA
missions. The agency presently is not organized to support
such a vigorous program in CS&T. Most apparent is the lack
of a discipline office at the Headquarters level which sup-
ports research and development in computer science and
which serves as an Agency advocate for the incorporation
of state-of-the-art capabilities into NASA programs.
NASA technical requirements with relevance to CS&T
are presented and correlated with specific CS&T disciplines
in this section. A general upgrading of computing facilities
is recommended. Building an organization to maintain a
state-of-the-art capability in the computing and information
sciences is perhaps the greatest challenge for the future. The
study group is hardly qualified to offer specific organiza-
tional recommendations to NASA, but encourages the
agency to consider an organizational response and suggests
some ideas which may be helpful. Finally, maintenance of a
solid computing science institutional capability depends on
a vigorous and continuing program of intellectual exchange
with peer organizations in academia, industry, and govern-
merit. A few suggestions are presented as to the possible
components of such a program.
6.6.1 NASA Technok_gy Requirements
This report, together with the report of the NASA Study
Group on Machine Intelligence and Robotics (Sagan, 1980),
has explored the application of advanced automation
within NASA. In addition, there are general computer
science capabilities required to develop and implement the
types of missions described m the present document. These
include robotics, smart sensors, mission operations, com-
puter systems, software, data management, database sys-
[elns, nlanagenlent services, human-machine systems,
engineering, and system engineering.
Robotics. The principal requirements associated with
robotics which call upon the disciplines of CS&T include
visual perception, manipulator control, and autonomous
control. This latter category includes problem-solving and
plan generation tile ability of a robot device to plan and
to pursue its own macroscopic course of action. NASA
requirements also argue for a robotic capability to perform
intelligent data gathering and in some instances to provide
a telepresence capability for a remote human operator.
Smart sensors. Current programs such as NEEDS (see
chapter 2) address requirements for smart sensing devices
which selectively acquire data and analyze it for informa-
tion value prior to consuming communications and storage
capacity. These requirements include visual perception,
image processing, pattern recognition, scene analysis, and
information extraction. In addition, tile notion of model-
based sensing shows promise for intelligent data acquisition.
To conserve communications bandwidth, user-oriented data
compression techniques are required which can result in a
several orders-of-magnitude reduction in tile amount of
data transmitted.
Mission operations. In tile area of mission operations, a
rather general symbolic modeling and representation capa-
bility is required to do planning, scheduling, sequencing,
and monitoring, as well as fault modeling and diagnosis.
This draws on problem-solving teclmiques within artificial
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intelligenceandcanbenefitgreatlyfromahypothesisfor-
mationcapability.Asmissionoperationsarepresentlycon-
ducted,machineintelligenceanbenefithecoordination
of manpower,aswellasenhancethemissionsoftware
developmenta dintegrationprocess.Asmissionoperations
areenvisionedin thefuture,involvingautonomousspace-
craftoperationsandautomaticmissioncontrol,astrong
dependenceonCS&Tingeneralndmachineintelligencein
particularisunavoidable.
Computer systems. In ground-based systems, and
especially in spaceborne applications, NASA has a funda-
mental dependence on computer systems. Requirements
include LSI and VLS1 circuit design, fabrication and test
techniques as well as fault-tolerance, error detection and
recovery, component reliability, and space qualification.
Beyond the component level, very significant primary and
secondary storage requirements emerge. System-level issues
become dominant, such as computer architecture (e.g.,
parallel processors) and system architecture (e.g., computer
networks). Many of NASA's systems have severe real-time
constraints, and techniques for adequate system control
demand attention.
Software. Much of NASA's technology resources are
spent on software, yet relatively modest attempts have been
made to improve the process of software development,
management, and maintenance. Given the exciting pros-
pects for computer-based advanced automation in future
missions, a program for more efficient, effective, and timely
software development, management, and maintanance is
mandatory. Principal software requirements are in the areas
of programming languages, the software development
environment, software validation, algorithm design, fault
tolerance, and error recovery. Automatic progrannning
should also be considered as a vehicle for improving the
quality of software and the process of developing it.
Data management. Data management requirements
comprise a very large part of the CS&T-related require-
ments within NASA, and include most of the interfaces to
the user community. The public perception of NASA's
systems will be derived largely from their ability to use
them and to derive benefit from them. Both the NEEDS
and ADS projects have realized this, and have diligently
considered the end-user interface requirements. Data
management requirements include data compression,
staging, integration, and dissemination, as well as the
implied requirements of data autonomy. Scheduling,
performance monitoring, and system control also imply
data management requirements, as does sensor manage-
ment. A fundamental element of a user-oriented system is
an extensive directory service as well as a capability to
model the user, to know the context of his requests and his
level of sophistication. On-line tutorial capabilities are
appropriate for a diverse user community, and provide
valuable input to the development of a user model.
Knowledge-base systems and constructs such as semantic
networks can contribute greatly to NASA's data manage-
ment capability.
Database systems. NASA's current database require-
ments are not considered to be extraordinary from the
CS&T perspective, although future systems supporting a
geographically dispersed, technically diverse user commun-
ity attempting to analyze or correlate sets of data spanning
several distinct databases will require a sophisticated capa-
bility currently beyond the state-of-the-art. The require-
ments in this area include "traditional" database systems as
well as relational database systems. The capability to satisfy
queries which require access to several geographically sepa-
rate databases is considered fundamental, as is a complete
archiving capability.
Management services. NASA has, to a large extent,
avoided the application of contemporary CS&T (let alone
machine intelligence) to the management of the agency
itself and its own programs. Current commercial offerings
in management information and word processing systems
can substantially enhance the efficiency and effectiveness
of NASA management, both at Headquarters and at the
field Centers. State-of-the-art capabilities in on-line records
management, calendar coordination, and "bulletin boards"
can likewise have a significant positive impact. The auto-
mated office is a concept evolving from this work which
could revolutionize NASA's management techniques. Some
obvious requirements in this area are manpower coordina-
tion, document preparation, and forms processing {e.g.,
travel orders and procurement requests). Presently unex-
plored is the potential application of contemporary
machine intelligence techniques such as problem-solving,
reasoning, and hypothesis formulation to the management
of projects and the exploration of policy alternatives.
Human/machine systems. NASA has extensive require-
ments relating to human/machine interactions and cur-
rently has several efforts exploring the application of
machine intelligence to these problems, pmnarily in the
areas of hand-eye coordination and natural language pro-
cessing. Requirements are primarily in the areas of human/
machine control processes and the interface between a
human and an "intelligent" computer system. Coordinated
work between the computing sciences and cognitive
psychology may be required to make substantial progress
in this field.
Engineering. NASA is currently applying state-of-the-art
technology in the engineering disciplines, particularly in
computer-aided design, manufacturing and testing. The
requirements of future missions, including mining and
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manufacturingin nonterrestrialenvironments,mandatea
continuing vigorous program in this area, embracing
robotics technology.
System engineering. There are many component technol-
ogies which must come together to build a system. CS&T
can aid in the process of engineering systems solutions,
rather than component solutions, to systems problems.
Formally managing the definition of requirements for a sys-
tem is one example. Other contributions of CS&T include
formalized design methodologies, techniques for perfor-
mance monitoring and evaluation, and quasi-rigorous
approaches to system architecture and control. Require-
ments in each of these areas pervade NASA programming.
6.6. 2 Relevant CS& T Disciplines
For purposes of the present discussion the scope of
CS&T is considered to be that classified by the Association
for Computing Machinery (Computing Reviews, 1976) in
their recently published "Categories of the Computing
Sciences." This basic taxonomy was reviewed by the CS&T
study team. Those components which appeared to relate
most strongly to NASA's anticipated future requirements
were scrutinized in more detail. The results of this analysis
are summarized briefly below, with the ACM classification
number included parenthetically for completeness.
Applications (3.]. "Applications" focuses on the uses of
computers and the relationships between human cognitive
and perceptual processes and computers. NASA-relevant
subcategories include:
(3.1) Natural sciences (astronomy, space, earth sciences)
(3.2) Engineering (aeronautical, electronic, mechanical)
(3.4) Humanities (language translation, linguistics)
(3.5) Management (policy analysis, manufacturing,
distribution)
(3.6) Artificial intelligence (induction, pattern recogni-
tion, problem-solving)
(3.7) Information retrieval (content analysis, file main-
tenance, searching)
(3.8) Real-time systems (process control, telemetry,
spacecraft simulation)
Software {4.). This category includes "the procedures,
instructions, techniques, and the data required to apply a
computer to a given task." Relevant subcategories include:
(4.2) Programming languages (procedure, problem-
oriented)
(4.3) Supervisory systems (multiprogramming, database
systems)
(4.4) Utility programs (debugging, program mainte-
nance)
(4.6) Software evaluation, test, and measurements (soft-
ware modeling, algorithm performance
monitoring)
Mathematics of computation (5.). The category of
mathematics of computation consists of "the intersection
of mathematics and computer science, the category
embraces subcategories that cover the mathematical treat-
ment of numbers, mathematical metatheory, symbolic alge-
braic computation, the study of computational structures
(algorithms, data structures) as mathematical objects, and
mathematical methods that lend themselves to conrputer-
aided solutions." This entire category was considered rele-
vant to NASA. The subcategories are:
(5.1) Numerical analysis (error analysis, numerical
integration)
(5.2) Metatheory (logic, automata, formal languages,
analysis of programs)
(5.3) Combinatorial and discrete mathematics (sorting,
graph theory)
(5.4) Mathematical programming (linear and nonlinear
programming, dynamic programming)
(5.5) Mathematical statistics and probability (regres-
sion and correlation analysis, stochastic
systems)
(5.6) Information theory (decision feedback, entropy)
(5.7) Symbolic algebraic computation (symbolic differ-
entiators, symbolic interpretors)
Hardware (6.). The hardware category includes all of the
physical components of digital computers. The relevant
subcategories include:
(6.1) Logical design, switching theory (functional
design, switching networks, Boolean algebras)
(6.2) Computer systems (packet switching networks,
time-shared hardware, parallel processors)
(6.3) Components and circuits (LSI/VLSI, control and
storage units)
Functions (8.]. This category deals with major computer
functions and techniques. NASA-relevant subcategories
include:
(8.1) Simulation and modeling (applications, tech-
niques, theory)
(8.2) Graphics (display processors, ilnage processing,
plotting)
(8.3) Operations research/decision tables (PERT, sched-
uling, search theory)
6.6. 3 Correlation of NASA CS& T and Technology
R equirements
Thus far, NASA's anticipated CS&T requirements have
been presented, together with an outline of relevant CS&T
disciplines. In this section, they are correlated through a
matrix. Each element of the matrix in table 6.7 can assume
one of five values, assigned on a subjective basis by CS&T
assessment team members after consultation and thorough
consideration.
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The five values are 0, 1, 2, 3, and null. A null is used
where a given CS&T discipline is not expected to contribute
significantly to the satisfaction of a given class of NASA
technical requirements. A numerical value indicates that
the CS&T discipline is expected to be a significant element
in satisfying the NASA requirements in a particular area.
Further resolution is given, addressing the level of NASA
commitment required to apply the CS&T disciplines suc-
cessfully to the NASA requirements. Zero implies that the
discipline is receiving adequate and NASA-relevant support
from other sources, and the agency need only monitor the
status of the technology and apply it to NASA require-
ments. A value of 1 means that some agency support is
required to adopt a technology to applications within
NASA, but R&D activities are strictly applied and can be
performed through well-defined contract activities. A value
of 2 implies that a substantial commitment is required to
develop a discipline and apply it to NASA requirements.
This commitment will involve both basic and applied
research, and will establish the agency as a peer in the con>
munity of state-of-the-art researchers in the given disci-
pline. This is a substantial commitment by NASA to a
particular discipline, and will require tile development of a
"critical mass" ,_f capable personnel and a stable funding
environment over a period of several years. The final matrix
value notation is 3, which is used in those special instances
where NASA should become tire recognized technology
leader in a given CS&T discipline.
The correlation between NASA technology requirements
of section 6.6.1 and the CS&T disciplines of section 6.6.2
are shown in matrix form in table 6.7. In general, the table
shows that the agency has a wide multidisciplinary depen-
dence on CS&T. This suggests a position of leadership for
NASA in the areas of natural sciences and artificial intelli-
gence as applied to mission operations and remote sensing,
and real-time systems for robotics and mission operations.
It further argues for a substantial connnitment to engineer-
ing applications such as CAD/CAM technology, natural
language processing, artificial intelligence and real-time sys-
tems in general, information retrieval, supervisory software,
computer systems technology, simulations and modeling.
A cursory and admittedly incomplete review of existing
capability within NASA suggests that state-of-the-art tech-
nology already is a part of Agency programs in the natural
sciences, engineering, and simulation and modeling.
Further, some good work is being done in an attempt to
bring NASA's capability up to the state-of-the-art in natural
language processing, although primarily through contracted
research activities. But in order to fully realize the potential
of CS&T within the space Agency, it appears that a substan-
tial commitment to research in machine intelligence, real-
time systems, information retrieval, supervisory systems,
and computer systems is required. In many cases it was
concluded that NASA has much of the requisite in-house
expertise in isolated individuals and organizations, but that
the agency as a whole has been reluctant or disinterested in
applying this expertise. An apparent lack of expertise does
exist in the field of "mathematics of computation" (with a
possible exception in the engineering area). This discipline
can easily be overlooked as seemingly irrelevant, but in fact
is a fundamental theoretical component of a broad-based
and effective machine-intelligence institutional capability.
6. 6.4 Facilities
To develop an institutional state-of-the-art capability in
CS&T as described above will require good people and good
facilities. Neither can do the job alone. Unfortunately, com-
petent CS&T research-oriented professionals currently are
in very short supply, and those few that exist are being
attracted to industry and the universities through incentives
of high salaries, outstanding working conditions, and intel-
lectual freedom. None of these are offered by NASA at
present, so the agency would probably be frustrated even it"
it were to attempt to hire the right talent. There is little
NASA can do regarding salaries, so its focus in providing
competitive incentives must be elsewhere. In this section,
several specific recommendations are made with respect to
facilities which the CS&T team considers prerequisite to
any serious attempt by NASA to develop significant
in-house capabilities in CS&T.
Interactive, on-line programming environment. Most pro-
gramming is currently done within NASA on 10.year-old
batch-oriented computer systems, where programmers still
manipulate card decks and experience turnaround times
measured in hours or even days. In order to attract compe-
tent researchers and to provide an enviromnent in which
they can labor productively, an absolute prerequisite is a
fully interactive, on-line programming environment. For
instance, Teitelman (1979) describes a typical state-of-the-
art interactive system of the type required. NASA will
find that this type of system, when made generally available
to its personnel, will yield a very significant increase in pro-
grammer productivity. It is expected that this increase will
be sizable enough to more than offset tile additional cost of
tire on-line capability.
NASA has historically met its computing requirements
through the purchase of computing equipment (e.g., instead
of leasing). Due to the intricacies of tile goventment ADP
procurement process, 5 years typically will lapse between
the conception of a new system and its actual operation
and then that system will remain in operation for
10-15 years, so that a system will be 15-20 years behind
the state-of-the-art at its retirement (and 10-15 years
behmd during the "prime" of its life). NASA may wish to
consider as an alternative for its nunmission (and, specifi-
cally, R&D) computing requirements tire purchase of time-
sharing services from a quality commercial vendor, st) that
it always has access to the best of the commercial offerings
at any given time.
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Computer communications network. NASA currently
lacks any effective mechanism to provide digital communi-
cation between its computers in a general way, Several
small efforts at individual centers have addressed intercom-
puter communication, and NASA has actively participated
in international negotiations on intercomputer communica-
tion protocols, but no agency-wide effort has been made to
apply this technology within NASA.
A strong case can be made for NASA to develop such a
capability. It facilitates regular communication among geo-
graphically dispersed personnel and enables the sharing of
both hardware and software resources. This can be particu-
larly important for coordinating joint research among the
centers.
One is tempted to envision within NASA a network
structured logically as a hierarchy, in which tile "standard
equipment" (much as is a desk and chair) of an individual
is a terminal which gives him direct access to local comput-
ing resources. These local computers are then aggregated
into local computer networks to provide load balancing and
resource sharing for a community of users as well as access
to resources outside the local network such as other local
networks within NASA, and extending to include the
ARPANET and colnmercial facilities such as TYMNET and
TELENET. It is not difficult to consider a NASA network
which links all individuals within a Center, Centers to each
other and to Headquarters, and provides access to non-
NASA resources. There is little doubt that such a sys-
tem will eventually become a reality. Tile telephone system
currently provides just this type of capability for voice
communication. Tile question becomes nlore one of when
than/./"it will happen.
Tile ARPANET was developed largely as an experiment
in this type of technology and has evolved into a primary
vehicle for communication among researchers in the artifi-
cial intelligence connnunity as well as other CS&T disci-
plines. As a first step toward integrating this type of capa-
bility into NASA systems, the agency should seriously
consider negotiating with tile Defense Communications
Agency (DCA) for agency-wide access to tile ARPANET.
Not only would such a step provide a communications
link with a large part of tile research community of CS&T,
but it would also provide tile opportunity to perform
communications experiments within NASA with a mini-
mum investment of agency resources. This experience
should equip NASA with the knowledge and expertise it
will need to consider the implementation of all in-house
networking capability.
Office automation. A significant proportion of NASA's
resources are consumed manipulating documenlation in
many forms, including standard govermnent forms, design
documentation for software and hardware systems, inter-
center and inter-agency agreements, and scientific papers:
yet most of these processes are largely perfomled through
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manual means. Given ondine, interactive systems and a
good communications capability, it becomes a minor step
to provide a word processing capability which enables the
author of a document to generate a document, have it
reviewed by others, revise the document, and publish it
without typing any portion of it more than once, and with-
out standing over a copying machine and circulating review
copies.
The current state of the art in "expert systems" is welt
suited to managing standardized administrative forms. One
can easily envision a "Travel Expert System," for example,
which knows government travel regulations, per diem rates,
etc., and could interactively assist an individual (secretarial
or professional) in constructing a set of travel orders. Such
a system would also know the approval required and could
automatically route the orders to the appropriate signature
authorities. Changes in travel regulations would then be
integrated into the expert system directly and applied as
necessary, avoiding the costly notification process to all
concerned individuals, with the assurance that everyone will
be using up-to-date information.
Utilizing state-of-the-art office automation technology
within NASA to manage documentation, coordinate man-
power, and provide comnmnication among personnel could
significantly improve the productivity of NASA personnel.
Integrating state-of-the-art machine intelligence capabilities
into such an office environment could provide untold
improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness of the
organization, including the potential for significantly
enhanced project management and rigorous statistical
exploration of policy' alternatives and their impacts.
6.6.5 Organizations
NASA is not presently organized to support a vigorous
program in CS&T. The most apparent lack is a discipline
office at tile Headquarters level which supports research
and development in computer science and serves as an
agency advocate for the incorporation of state-of-the-art
capabilities into NASA programs. There presently exist
within the space agency many computer scientists capable
of pursuing state-of-the-art research and of integrating con-
temporary teclmology into NASA programs, but there is
no place for them to go for support other than mission-
oriented offices whose goals and objectives are not consis-
tent with supporting long-teml commitments in CS&T
R&D.
In addition to recognizing the requirement for a Head-
quarters CS&T discipline office, the study team fully sup-
ports the recommendation of the NASA Study Group on
Machine Intelligence and Robotics that an advisory council
composed of industry leaders in CS&T should be formed.
This council would assist the agency in developing its com-
puter science programs in order to assure a proper focus
and to construct the appropriate relationships with other
research organizations.
It isbeyondthescopeof thepresentstudyto recom-
mendhowNASAshouldorganize institutionally to develop
its CS&T capabilities, but several ideas have surfaced which
may be useful to the agency in its consideration of future
courses of action. In order to be effective, it would seem
appropriate that NASA's CS&T endeavors maintain a multi-
mission focus. A possible starting point may be a nucleus of
discipline specialists to develop the program coupled with
an agency-wide matrix management strategy to apply con-
temporary CS&T in mission environments and a vigorous
encouragement of the development of CS&T "centers of
excellence" at the Centers. Before embarking on any
major organizational changes, however, it is useful to per-
form a systems analysis to fully explore the organizational
possibilities and their ramifications. In this regard, the
techniques developed by Krone (1980) are highly
recommended.
In consideration of the two-fold objective of maintaining
state-of-the-art expertise in CS&T and applying this exper-
tise to NASA programs, one is confronted with the
dilemma of providing both an effective R&D environment
and a line organization capability to apply CS&T to real
missions. If one assumes the existence of line organizational
entities that now exist within NASA but applied to CS&T
endeavors, then a possibility to be considered is the aug-
mentation of the line management positions with staff
researchers as illustrated in table 6.8. The positions of
"Fellow" are intended to be highly competitive and attrac-
tive positions open to employees of NASA or other gov-
ernment agencies, industry, and academia. They might be
treated similarly to professorships within universities, where
highly talented individuals may be tenured in a position,
but many are rotated through positions on temporary
assignments of several years' duration.
An intriguing organizational structure apparently has
been developed by the Navy for its new artificial intelli-
gence laboratory at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
in Washington, D.C. A rough outline of the structure is
shown in figure 6.3. The major point of interest regarding
the NRL effort is that it is organizationally constructed to
maximize scientific productivity. The head of the organiza-
tion is the Chief Scientist, who is expected to contribute in
a meaningful scientific way to the work of the organization.
The CS&T study group was able to find out rather few
details regarding the proposed operation of the NRL facil-
ity, but it appears to be sufficiently interesting that NASA
may wish to explore this alternative during the system
analysis phase.
6.6. 6 Programs for Excellence
Perhaps the most fundamental requirement in maintain-
ing one's technical excellence is to maintain active relation-
ships with peer researchers. This will involve both formal
and informal interfaces with standards organizations, other
government agencies, universities, industrial R&D programs,
and professional societies. A good set of computational
facilities and communications capabilities as proposed in
section 6.6.4 will facilitate this process.
Participation in joint government/industry/academic
programs such as institutes and consortiums can formally
provide not only a mechanism for applying more leverage
to technical problems but also, potentially, a very appro-
priate forum for technical interchange. "Visiting Scientist"
programs, where NASA sends selected individuals to major
research environments such as M1T, SRI, and Xerox/PARC
for periods of 6 months to a year can be very effective in
transferring state-of-the-art concepts and technology into
NASA programs. The Agency may also wish to consider
Scientist Exchange Programs, in which NASA scientists
perform research in university or industrial environments
while their counterparts work at NASA for 6 months to a
year. In some cases, close relationships between field cen-
ters and local universities may be mutually beneficial, and
TABLE 6.8.-POSSIBLE PERSONNEL POSITIONS
FOR CS&T RESEARCH
Pay,
status
Line
management
Division Chief
Branch Head
Section Head
Applied research
and consulting
Senior Staff
Scientist
Staff Scientist
Research Scientist
Responsibility
Independent
research
Senior Research
Fellow
Associate Research
Fellow
Assistant Research
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CHIEF
SCIENTIST
I
ADMINISTRATION
1
FACILITIES
I
PROGRAMMERS
AND
TECHNICIANS
4 TEAM LEADERS
8 RESIDENT SCIENTISTS
8 VISITING SCIENTISTS
SCIENCE
ADVISOR
Figure 6.3.- NRL Artificial Intelligence Laboratory organization.
could include adjunct professorships as well as sponsoring
graduate student thesis research at NASA facilities. This
could prove to be an effective recruiting device. The agency
may also wish to consider student loan programs for gradu-
ate students, wherein part of the loan is forgiven if the
student completes an advanced degree and comes to work
for NASA. A final suggestion is to sponsor Ph.D. thesis
competitions, in which a "Space Technology Award," say,
of perhaps $5000 is awarded annually to the best thesis
relating to problems relevant to NASA. In general, the
CS&T study group believes that there are many institu-
tional programs which will cost NASA very little, yet can
do much to maintain a NASA capability once it is
obtained. Within NASA are examples of how programs such
as these have succeeded particularly well in physics and the
space sciences.
6. 6. 7 Summary and Conclusions
The primary technical components of a NASA program
in Computer Science and Technology include research in
machine intelligence, real-time systems, information
retrieval, supervisory systems, and computer systems.
NASA's computing and communications facilities require
substantial upgrading in order to perform the proposed
research and to attract competent personnel. An interac-
tive, on-line programming environment appears essential, as
well as a move by NASA to provide extensive communica-
tion capabilities among its computers and evolve toward an
agency-wide computer network. It is further recommended
that NASA consider the potentials of office automation
technology for routine administrative work and document
management, and explore the utility of machine intelli-
gence in project management and policy analysis.
The organizational structure required to perform both
state-of-the-art research and to apply modern CS&T was
considered. The team concluded that this topic deserves a
complete organizational analysis of alternatives, a task
which can most effectively be done within NASA itself.
Such a study should be given high priority in consideration
of responses to requirements for implementing an advanced
machine intelligence based program within NASA.
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